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Description
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model A400 Xcel, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued ribbed barrel with two bead sight. Bright blue anodized receiver. Walnut
stock and forend. Threaded for Optima Choke HP removable chokes. Includes original fitted
hard case, four chokes, choke tool, stock spacer and original documentation. In used but not
abused condition. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # XA117464,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto-5, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length
29 1/2" [Blued presumed fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Made in
Belgium. Action and trigger appear to function well. Minor bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 17747, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model Fox-Mod 2, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights with Integral scope mount. Hardwood
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Includes one
detachable magazine, original owner's manual and factory target. Fitted with set trigger and
sling rings. Appears to have had only light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 42536, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Parker-Hale model Mauser Type, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Threaded for optic mount,
currently no plugs installed. Wooden stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore
grip. Fitted with sling rings. Includes original foam lined cardboard box, an unopened
package Parker-Hale Base Block scope bases. Appears to have had very little if any use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # R61051, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62X39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fitted with FAB Defense UAS-1 folding polymer stock,
with adjustable cheek riser and attached accessories mounts. Includes black webbed sling.
Matching numbers on bolt and mag base. Fitted with Caldwell folding and extending bi-pod.
Stamp date code 1951. Mechanically appears excellent and likely has only had only light use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4648, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco model YL12-1JZ, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear peep sight. Fitted with folding
stock, checkered pistol grip and forend, blued heat shield, sling rings and threaded muzzle
for optional accessories not included. Mechanically appears excellent. Show signs of only
light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 05698, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant Izhevsk (Sov model M91/30, 7.62X54R bolt action, w/ bbl
length 29" [Blued barrel and receiver with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock. Matching serial numbers found on bolt, butt plate, bayonet and mag base.
Includes webbed sling and accessories pouch. Date stamped 1943. Mechanically appears
excellent. Shows very little signs of use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 9969, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Custom model SVT, 7.62X54R five rounds semi automatic, w/ bbl length
20" [Black battle style finish on barrel, receiver and shroud. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Inset maple leaf in bottom of stock in front of
mag well. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five with electric pencil numbers
7614. Presumed restored as the finish, the inlay and screws are not original. That said we
know little about it. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # CA4184, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mannlicher model 1930, 6.5 mmX54 Mannlicher (?) bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock,
metal butt plate. Markings polished off of receiver including serial number. Serial number on
bolt 7473A. Mismatched and poorly fitted barrel to receiver. Missing screws, not
recommended to shot. Buy for parts only.] serial # NIL , PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Tactical, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/
bbl length 18 1/2" [Black parkerized style finish. Single bead front sight. Receiver threaded
for optic mount. Fitted with Blackhawk polymer pistol grip and telescoping stock
combination with Limbsaver recoil pad. Polymer pistol grip forend. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # RS93596F,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 18" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Single bead sight. Fitted with Knoxx
pistol grip/ telescoping stock combination and Blackhawk black polymer forend. Bluing well
worn in use and handling areas, some pitting. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonalby well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 616667V, PAL required
Antique lyon & lyon calcutta model Tower Rifle, .577 ? unconfirmed Single Shot breech
block, w/ bbl length 39 1/2" [Blued barrel turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Two band military stock. Rear most screw on lower tang missing. Most bluing worn and
some surface rust and pitting on all metal surfaces. Markings include Lyon & Lyon Calcutta
on top of barrel, crown over VR and IP, cross over WD etc. See photos for other markings.
Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 41058, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche Werke model youth rifle model 1, 22LR Single Shot breech
block, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock. Actuator knob is missing. Some screws replaced. CR carved
into button on left side of stock. Use, handing and storage marks on wood and metal
including some cracks in stock.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Styer model M.95, 8X56 R bolt action, w/ bbl length 31" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with bayonet
lug and sling mounts. Matching numbers 1349 on barrel, right side of stock and bolt but not
matching to official receiver serial number 1085Z. 5676L marked on left side of stock. No
bluing on trigger guard. Some replaced screws. Overall in well used condition with marks
and gouges to wood and metal.] serial # 1085Z, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mannlicher model Y1903, 6.5 mm X 54 Mannlicher(?) bolt action, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. No fixed sights. Smooth wooden
stock. Missing butt plate. Stock has been notched to accommodate after market scope
mount. Caliber not confirmed. Marked 22 Center Fire Wildcat on masking tape attached to
stock. Action has been welded, ground and modified and should be deemed unsafe. Buy for
parts only.] serial # 7556, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Brazilian Mauser model Mod. 30 M954, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length
23 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full
wood military stock with metal butt plate and bayonet mount. Rear sling mount intact but
ring missing. Muzzle is threaded for device which is missing. Well used condition, although
action and trigger function reasonably well. Use, handling marks as well as gouges and nicks
to wood and metal.] serial # 9045, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 67, 22 S, L & LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
27" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Most bluing worn or mechanically
removed. Surfacing pitting and rust. Original finish stripped from stock. Shop made trigger
guard insert in bottom of stock. Shop made stop to barrel mount washer. Overall in well
used condition with gouges and nicks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Turkish T.C ANKARA Mauser model 1903, 8mm Mauser bolt action, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Full wood military stock
with metal butt plate. Sling ring and bayonet lug. Non matching numbered bolt 9711. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Date stamped 1933 on top of receiver. Expected
gouges and marks plus use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 4570, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model Pardner, 12Ga 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
36" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Branded plastic butt plate. Appears to have had very little use. Only minor use, handling and
storage marks, plus minute storage surface rust. ] serial # 005175, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Ruger model Air Hawk ( over 1000 FPS), .177 (4.5mm) Single Shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Front and rear iron sights
removed. Fitted with Bushnell 4X Banner .22 scope. Smooth wooden stock with ribbed recoil
pad. Mechanically appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 000009492, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt, 17 HMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Pine Ridge multi turret 6-18X40 scope. One
piece black polymer stock with textured semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling mounts.
Includes two detachable magazines, one of which can be stored in the butt. Mechanically
appears excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 02229MN253, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 935, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" & 3 1/2" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 28" [Ribbed barrel with single bead sight. Mossy Oak shadow grass blades
camouflage. finish on barrel, receiver, polymer stock and forend. Branded recoil pad.
Missing stock button. Right side of receiver marked "Pro Series Waterfowl". Mechanically
appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AM102968, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 11-87, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 25 1/2" [Blued ribbed barrel with double bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes three screw in chokes, choke tool
and storage container. Mechanically appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # PC140721, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model SuperX 3 Signature, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued style ribbed barrel with front fiber optic and mid bead
sight. Flat black receiver. Black polymer stock and forend with Decelerator recoil pad.
Threaded for Invector -Plus choke system and includes three removable chokes. Also
includes fitted hard case. Choke tool. Original manual and shims for both front and rear of
stock. Action and trigger appear to function well. In used condition with use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 11HMP03774, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model SA-22, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 19" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with metal butt
plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Made in Belgium. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well. Stock had significant break at pistol grip and has been re glued.
Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3182642, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BSA 270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3X-9X scope. Hardwood
stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed riser. Sling rings and leather sling. Electric pencil
engraving on bottom of scope and left side of receiver ( nine digits). Screws for rear scope
base missing. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 8R1346, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle New England model Pardner Handy Rifle, .223 Rem single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 3-9X40
scope. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad and Ruger branded leather sling. Appears to
have light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NS231239, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, 7mm Rem. Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3-9X40 scope. Hardwood
stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Sling rings and Ruger
branded leather sling. Mechanically appears excellent with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 77031332, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. In overall used condition with bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Some surface rust and pitting. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 407223V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, .32 Win SPL lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
stock with checkered metal butt plate. Stock mounted rear sling ring and tube mounted
front sling ring. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3119837,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/22, .22 LR ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner scope of unknown power.
Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Sling rings. Ruger branded leather sling.
Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable ten shot magazine. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. In overall used condition with bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Marks and gouges in wood, discolouration at rear of stock plus other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 70053540, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Threaded for scope mount with
threading plugs currently installed. Hardwood stock with Upland Game branded recoil pad.
Fixed riser. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Sling rings and mossy oak sling. Top of
receiver marked with logo and Sweden. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
well. Overall in used condition with thumb nail sized chip in stock right behind action. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas and other marks in wood and metal.] serial # 177900, PAL
required
Non-Restricted Action only Remington model P14, .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length NA
[Action only. Rear sight components missing. Includes mag well and floor plate. Stamped RE
in an oval on top of receiver. Appears to function reasonably well. Some surface rusting and
bluing worn in use and handling areas.] serial # 84249, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Erma model Em122, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 17 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden military style
stock. Metal butt plate. Sling mounts and webbed sling. Includes two detachable magazines.
Junior sized at 13" length of pull. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Overall in used condition including bluing worn and appears polished off on top of charging
handle. 3" long tapered sliver missing on right side of top in front of action. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 33664, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Krag Jorgensen model 1899, 30/40 US bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Smooth sporterized stock with metal butt
plate. Appears to be original rear sling mount. Non original front sling mount. Front sight
blade replaced with Canadian dime and non original adjustable rear sight. Action and trigger
function albeit a bit sluggish. Overall used condition with some old repairs to wood. Small
cracks, bluing worn in use and handling areas. Appears to be evidence of the original rifle
barrel ring approximately 1" a head of end of sporterized stock. Other use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151IM-C, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Missing once fitted rear
peep sight. Smooth full length wooden stock with fixed cheek riser. Sling bases, no rings.
Mechanically appears excellent. Only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 1902, 6.5X55mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full
length military stock, metal butt plate. Sling rings, cleaning rod. Matching numbers found on
bolt, butt plate, mag base and both barrel bands. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 101776, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin model 1889, 7.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
sporterized stock, metal butt plate and rear sling mount. Includes one magazine. Matching
numbers found on receiver, barrel and bolt and non matching on butt plate. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Overall in used condition with bluing worn on
use and handling areas. Surface rust and pitting on barrel. Gouges and wear on stock and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 34398, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Italian Carcano model Sporterized, 6.5mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Sporterized
hardwood stock with metal butt plate and checkered semi pistol grip. Front and rear sling
rings. Presumed to be an Eaton's market rifle circa 1930 that would have included rebarreling to chamber 6.5, installing sporterized stock and double set trigger etc. In well used
condition although action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Surface pitting and rust and other use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 275J, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle NAC model Pellet Rifle, .22 cal (fps unknown) single shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 18" [Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock. Marked Made in Spain. Finish on barrel appears to be some
sort of top coat that has largely flaked off. Overall in well used condition although action and
trigger appear to function with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial
# 063545, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BSA model P17, .30-06 cal bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Receiver is threaded for scope
mount. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fixed cheek riser, checkered pistol
grip. Front and rear sling mounts. Matching serial number on bolt. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
919, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 140K, 22 S-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and rear sight missing. Fitted with Bushnell Scope Chief
VI. 2.5-8X32 scope. Smooth hardwood stock, plastic butt plate. Front and rear sling rings.
Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well
albeit would benefit from cleaning. Left rear of receiver drilled and threaded, presumably
for a once attached rear sight and stock was notched out to accommodate that same sight.
Some surface rusting and pitting and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model CG63 Custom, 6.5X55 Ackley Improved bolt action,
w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Parkerized style finish on both barrel and receiver. No fixed sights.
Fitted with scope base. Polished target stock with stainless steel rest, adjustable LimbSaver
brand recoil pad. Adjustable cheek riser. Stock and action appear expertly bedded. Action
and trigger appear excellent and firearms appears to have had little to no use after custom
build. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1786, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Custom, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Black finish B.R. Shaw custom bull barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Russian
made VOMZ P 8X56 scope. Boyds' laminated target stock. Includes one 10 round detachable
box magazine. Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had very little if any use.
Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 25535161, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Musgrave model Target, .308 Win single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
26 1/2" [Matt black barrel and receiver. Custom front target sight and micrometer
adjustable Australian made Cenoral rear peep sight. Smooth wooden stock with Kick-eez
recoil pad. Markings of side of receiver include" C/Kal 7.62, REP. , VAN, SUID-AFRIKA"
Appears to be custom trigger with very crisp target pull. Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # OB7T621936, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 527, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Walnut stock with branded plastic butt plate.
Sling rings. Includes one detachable box magazine. Action and trigger appear excellent.
Shows signs of light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A8777,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Walther model Target, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Walther target front and rear peep sight. Walnut target
stock with adjustable recoil pad and textured grip. Adjustable target trigger. Mechanically
appears excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
80468, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model Match 54, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Target front and Anschutz brand rear micrometer peep sight.
Heavy target stock with adjustable butt plate and textured grips. Adjustable target trigger.
Mechanically appears excellent with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 114936, PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model Mod. 2000 (All American), 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 114mm [Blued slide and polymer framed. Three dot fixed sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes original molded plastic case, two detachable magazines
pinned to ten. This design, albeit not a commercial success, has some interesting features
including straight pull back, always double action trigger etc. In this virtually unused
condition makes it an uncommon collectors item.] serial # PF11564, certificate # 19441002,
FRT # 17622-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model Mark II Target, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Heavily blued bull barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent.
Appears to have had very light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 1820962, certificate # 18995962, FRT # 22439-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model M&P 45 M 2.0, 45 Auto ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 117mm [Blued slide and polymer receiver. Fixed three dot sights. Textured grip.
Includes four different sized or shaped back straps, all texturized to match grip. Two ten
round magazines. Front of frame has mount for flashlight or laser. Includes original foam
lined case and manual. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NBB3456, certificate # 19300125, FRT # 177643-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Zastava model M57 TT (Tokarev), 7.62mm ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 116mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded plastic grips. Includes one
detachable box magazine with lanyard ring. Matching serial number of frame and slide.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had only light use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks] serial # 223522, certificate # 19173909, FRT # 123835-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun H&R model Sportsman, .22 LR nine shot hinge break/double action, w/
bbl length 152mm [Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden
grips including checkering on back strap. Indexing, single and double action trigger
operation, auto eject etc. appear to function well. Finish worn in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D5762, certificate # 10019512, FRT # 195092 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Ruger model GP100, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch smooth
grips with wooden inserts. Includes original molded box and manual. Mechanically appears
excellent, although not cleaned from last use. Slight cylinder ring and other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 17408647, certificate # 160816, FRT # 22468-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning model Buck Mark, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed fiber optic front and adjustable rear sights.
Also fitted with optic rail. Deluxe branded wooden grips. Includes three Browning brand
detachable magazines, original manual and soft case. Mechanically appears excellent and
likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 515ZP18355,
certificate # 19432595, FRT # 39598-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun CZ model 75 SP-01 Shadow, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 120mm [Blued finish. Red fiber optic front sight and upgraded AZ adjustable rear
sight with green fiber optic inserts. Fitted with branded after market Billet aluminum blue
checkered grips. Includes three detachable magazines. Original factory grips, original rear
sights and branded plastic hard case. Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had
virtually no use, minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C895660, certificate #
19468317, FRT # 128050-13 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .357 Maximum six shot single
action, w/ bbl length 267mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch
Pachmayr grips. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely only had light use with slight cylinder
ring and only minor use, handling and storage marks. Note lot 492 is a partial box of .357
Maximum ammunition.] serial # 60001924, FRT # 22469-34 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model M&P 9, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
108mm [Black anodized slide and polymer frame. Fixed three dot sights. Includes three
different back straps, each with textured finish, two detachable magazines, original manual
and Smith & Wesson branded foam lined hard case. Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # MPM3136, certificate # 11438478, FRT
# 127242-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Glock model 23, .40 S&W ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
116mm [Black finish, fixed sights. Textured polymer grips. Includes two detachable
magazines and easy loader. Integral accessory rail in front of trigger guard and muzzle
threaded for accessories and foam lined hard case. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # XXZ011, certificate # 19679849, FRT #
19406-11 PAL required
Restricted handgun Kel-Tec model PMR-30, .22 WMR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 110mm [Black polymer. Fixed fiber optic sights. Texturized grip. Integral mounting rail
in front of trigger guards. Includes two detachable magazines and foam lined branded hard
case. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # W2X73 , certificate # 19140488, FRT # 131267-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Alfa Proj model 2351C, .22 WMR eight shots double action revolver, w/
bbl length 114mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Texturized rubber
grips. Markings include "Blue Line Solutions" on right side of barrel, " Alfa Steel" on left side
of barrel. Note has a very Smith & Wesson feel to it. Includes owner's manual and non
original Glock branded foam lined hard case. Mechanically appears excellent. Very slight
cylinder ring with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6235109858,
certificate # 19139587, FRT # 143025-1 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Enfield model No. 2 MK I, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 127mm [Battle style finish. Front sight insert missing. Fixed rear sight. Textured
plastic grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching numbers on frame and barrel, non matching
cylinder marked D1180, other markings include F.B. 48 on cylinder. Cal.38, 42 and proof
marks on top of barrel etc. Finger nail sized chunk on bottom right grip missing. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well, as does hinge opening, ejection and lock up. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # T3780, certificate # 19223476, FRT # 18888-3 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Walther model PPX, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
106mm [Blued slide and polymer frame. Fixed three dot sights. Texturized grip. Integral
accessory mount in front of trigger guard. Includes three detachable magazines, reloading
aid, double mag pouch, holster, original manual, all housed in branded foam lined hard case.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely has had very little use, if any, minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # FAQ1304, certificate # 18206784, FRT # 142684-1 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 527 Varmint, .17 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Semi deluxe walnut stock with recoil pad. Checkered
pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable box magazine and original manual.
Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had very light use with only minor, use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # A047588, PAL required
Non-Restricted Savage/ Stevens model 110, 220 Swift Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Custom built with polished blued bull barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with
scope bases. One piece polymer stock with recoil pad and checkered grips. Action and
trigger appear to function excellently and overall appears to have had virtually no use.
Minor, use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G320044, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110, 510 Whisper Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
27" [Custom build with straight stainless bull barrel. Blued receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted
with scope base. Unfinished laminated Boyd's target stock with recoil pad. Although
untested, appears to be expertly fitted and bedded. Mechanically appears excellent and
shows signs of possibly no use.] serial # G108978, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 63 Target, 6.5X47 bolt action, w/ bbl length 27 1/2"
[Custom blued barrel and blued receiver. No fixed sight. Fitted with scope bases. Smooth
hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with support mount. Rear sling mount
removed and plug. Mechanically appears excellent and shows signs of virtually no use since
refurbishing.] serial # 62637, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 80 Target, 6.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2"
[Custom build blued barrel and receiver. Target front and micrometer rear M/SODERIN rear
sight. Once piece Carl Gustafs target sight with adjustable cheek riser. Gustaf brand crown
and wreath in left of stock and right of cheek riser. Action is bedded to stock from rear of
bolt through and including chamber area and the balance of the barrel is floating. Matching
numbers on bolt. Mechanically appears excellent. Felt marker number 4 on right side of
stock with other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 145242, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 80 Target, 6.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl length 29 1/2"
[Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. Target front and micrometer adjustable rear
sights. Gustafs branded hardwood target stock with recoil pad and fixed riser. Action and
trigger appear excellent. Action re-bedded to stock. Minor use, handing and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # 277928, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110 Custom, 300 Rem Ultra Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Green polymer "The Ultimate Sniper"
target stock. Mechanically appears excellent and show little or no sign of use. Minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # G136593, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12-A, 22LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning gray. Fixed front and missing rear sight. Smooth straight stock
and branded plastic butt plate. Corncob forend. Action and trigger function reasonably well,
however barrel to magazine mount is broken. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other
nicks and marks to wood and metal. Would make a good project gun.] serial # 590774, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110 Left Handed custom, 204 Ruger Single Shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued bull barrel and left handed receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted
with Picatinny rail mount. Black polymer "The Ultimate Varmint" stock with adjustable
length using inserts. Action and trigger appear excellent. Appears in virtually unused
condition. ] serial # G239469, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model Mod 1, 22LR No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and multi position flip up rear sights. Smooth stock with
branded plastic butt plate. No magazine included. Stock appears refinished and repairs
including crack and breakage on right front of stock. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks in wood and metal.] serial # 118647, PAL required
Full 20 count box of Winchester 30-30 Klondike Commemorative ammunition, head
stamped .30-30 Win WW Super.
Two full 20 count boxes of Federal Premium Safari 375 H&H Magnum ammunition including
one box 300 grain solid and one box of 300 grain Trophy bonded.
Two full 20 count box of Federal Premium Safari 375 H&H Magnum 300 grain solid
ammunition
Two full 20 count boxes of Federal Premium Safari 375 H&H Magnum ammunition including
one box 300 grain solid and one box of 300 grain Trophy bonded.
Two full 20 count boxes of Federal Premium Safari 300 grain Trophy bonded ammunition
Three 20 count boxes of Remington .375 H&H Magnum 270 grain Soft Point
Two full 20 count boxes of .375 H&H Magnum reloads
Three full 20 count boxes of Mantel 9.3X 54 R ammunition
Selection of 7.6X74 R including two full 20 count boxes of Mantel and 15 rounds of reloads.
Full 10 round box of Bell 470 Nitro-Express 500 grain Bell steel jacket bullet ammunition plus
two rounds of reloads and a two piece RCBS .470 die set P/N 56594
Selection of .375 H&H Magnum ammunition including 14 rounds of Winchester , 13 rounds
of Remington 270 grain soft point and 14 round of Federal Premium Safari 300 grain solid
bullet.
1600 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag ammunition
1600 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag ammunition
1600 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag ammunition
1000 rounds of CCI .22 LR standard velocity and 500 rounds of CCI .22 LR Mini-Mag
Approximately 1200 rounds of .22 LR including 500 CCI Mini- Mags, 600 rounds of CCI
Standard Velocity and 200 rounds of Remington
Large selection of .22 LR including full 500 count box of Winchester Xpert HV plus second
box containing 210 rounds plus a full 100 count box of the same and 500 rounds of .22 Win
mag. including 200 hollow point and 300 dynapoint
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Four full 20 count boxes of Federal Power Shok 45-70 Government 300 grain Speer Hot-Cor
SP ammunition
Five full 50 count boxes of .38 Special collector ammunition including three boxes of
Dominion 158 grain lead, one box of Peter's High Velocity 158 grain lead and one box of
Western X Lubaloy
Selection of .300 Win Mag. including three full 20 count boxes of Federal including one box
of 180 grain Trophy Bonded Bear Claw and two boxes Premium Safari 180 grain Nosler
Partition plus 19 rounds of reloads
Non-Restricted rifle Musgrave model Target Custom, 30-06 Ackley Improved Single Shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Custom fitted Parkerized style barrel and blued receiver.
Fitted with scope base. One piece target stock with textured pistol grip. Fitted with tri-pod
mount. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly. Appears to be a quality build with
likely no use if any. Use, handling and storage marks in wood and metal.] serial # 106193,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110 Custom, 219 Wasp Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Heavy blued bull barrel with Parkerized finish. Blued receiver. No fixed sights.
Fitted with scope base. Black polymer "The Ultimate Varmint" Adjustable length using
spacers. Mechanically appears excellent. Little if any use, very minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # G324286, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.P Clabrough & Bros model SXS, .12 ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrels turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Engraved
receiver including maker's name and hunting dogs. Hardwood stock with branded butt
plate, checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching numbers on receiver, barrel and
forend. Both barrels marked "choke", see photos for other markings. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well including cocking, hinge operation, lock up and triggers. Surface
pitting and rust on barrels and age appropriate gouges and marks to wood.] serial # 10475,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Osborne & Co. model SXS, 12Ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight. Case hardened receiver.
Straight hardwood stock with plastic butt plate, checkered grip and forend. Markings
including name of both sides of receiver, plus name and address "Scotland Yard, London" on
top of barrel. Nitro proof crown over BP under barrels, see photos. Mechanically appears
excellent including hinge operation, cocking, lock up, trigger etc. Stock is cracked left to right
wrapping around upper tang. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 51051, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 45-70 Gov't lever action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued round barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight semi deluxe stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically functions
reasonably well. Older repairs including filled worn loading gate. Repairs to breaks in stock,
most significantly on right side of upper tang. Most bluing worn and turned gray. Overall
appears would make a good shooter. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 78482, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 52, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and micro adjustable multi position Parker Hale rear sight. Smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. Ring sling mount removed and plug, front sling ring
intact. Includes one detachable magazine. Currently unused drill and tapped holes on left
side of receiver and notch cut in stock to accommodate the likely once install scope base.
Rear 3/8 of an inch of the stock appears to have been cut of likely to accommodate a small
shooter and reinstalled and presumed being held in place with the butt place screw.
Currently length of pull is 12 7/8". Stock has some re-varnishing Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well but firearm is in well used condition with use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 392, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 1884, 45-70 Gov't Single shot breech block, w/ bbl
length 32 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock. Markings include US Model 1884 on breech block, proof
marks on back of barrel, serial number at rear top of receiver, eagle on lock plate. Difficult to
read inspector cartouche on left side of stock above trigger guard. US on top of butt plate
etc. Includes cleaning rod. Mechanically in above average condition including breech block
operation, fire pin, lock up, trigger and cocking all appear to function well. Most bluing worn
and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 320082, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 1903, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate, sling ring and leather sling. Marking include US
Remington model 1903 and serial number on top front of receiver. No other serial numbers
found. Mechanically including bolt operation, lock up, trigger, safety etc. all appear to
function well. Age appropriate marks and gouges including inch long crack in stock behind
rear tang. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 3020378, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 7 .22 MK I, .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and target adjustable rear peep sight.
Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Sling rings. Fitted with .22 cal specific single
shot magazine. See photos for assorted markings including matching serial number on
receiver and bolt. This exquisite representation of a 1945 dated training Enfield appears to
be virtually unused and at best gently used. Includes fitted wooden case, cleaning rod and
brushes in excellent refinished condition. See photographs but really must be viewed in
person to fully appreciate.] serial # 0L8591, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle/shotgun Voere model Combination Gun, 20Ga / .22 magnum two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued barrels and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Fitted with 2X18 scope marked Germany 5444. Hardwood stock with fixed cheek riser.
Checkered forend. Old English recoil pad. Sling ring and set trigger. Appears to be in above
average condition with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
109797, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Spanish Gorosabel model SXS, 10 Ga 3 1/2" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 32 1/4" [Blued fixed unknown choke barrels with single bead front sight.
White metal engraved receiver. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with checkered pistol grip and
forend. Fitted with White Line recoil pad. Silvered retriever with game bird stock button.
Matching serial numbers found on receiver, trigger guard and barrels. Other markings
include proof marks etc. see photos. Action, ejection, cycling, triggers all appear to function
well. Appears to be in above average condition with use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 114027, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Stainless steel barrel and left handed action. No fixed sights. Fitted with stainless rings.
Smooth laminate stock with branded recoil pad. Sling mounts. Action and trigger appear to
function well. Appears to have had only light use with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 78970805, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Wilmot Gun Co. model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrels and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Engraved
receiver, external hammers. Carved stag head stock with metal butt plate. Checkered
forend. Matching number on receiver and barrels, see photos for other markings. Action and
triggers function, albeit fitment is a bit loose, screw on lever appears replaced. Chunk of
stock missing on left side of trigger guard. Buy as project gun or wall hanger.] serial # MD99,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 660, 6mm. Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold 2X7 Vari-X II scope. Custom
hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Sling rings.
Appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 120614, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako Finnbear model L61R, 300 Win. Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield 3X-9X scope. Custom
one piece wooden stock with carved fish scale checkering and fixed cheek riser. Decelerator
recoil pad. Flash hider. Appear in excellent condition with use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # 76269, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Antonio Zoli model O/U, 20Ga 3" Magnum two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead front sight. Case hardened receiver.
Hardwood stock with branded plastic recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Markings
include "Made Expressly for American Import Co. San Francisco Cal." and electric pencil on
right side of barrel at chamber "425 057 759". Presumably fixed choke marking (+) on top
barrel and (+++) on bottom barrel. Matching serial numbers found on receiver, barrels and
forend. Lock up, action and triggers all appear excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 81345, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Falco model O/U Double Trigger, .410Ga 3" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead front sight. Unknown fixed
chokes. Straight stock with lightly checkered grip and forend. Pachmayr recoil pad. Appears
excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A11671, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Savage model 775A, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel with single bead front sight. Black painted style finish on engraved receiver.
Hardwood stock with Browning branded recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Used
condition including wear in use and handling areas but otherwise appears in good
condition.] serial # 240282, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna .270 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Elite 3200 2-7X32 scope.
Wooden stock with Pachmayr pad. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Used condition, evidence
of some pitting polishing on bolt. Electric pencil marked on right side of barrel near rear
sight "425 057 759" Second digit in serial number is an upside down 3 giving the appearance
of a 2 at first glance. Use, handing and storage marks.] serial # 134480, PAL required
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Prohib 12-3 rifle FN FAL/L.A.R model 308 Semi-Auto Rifle, 308 cal five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 21" [Black finish. Adjustable front and rear sights. Fitted with flash hider,
bayonet lug. Fixed smooth wooden stock. Sling rings and leather sling. Includes one
detachable box magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well. Some use and
handling marks on wood and metal including an extra rub on the trigger guard, possibly
from prying of a trigger lock. Matching serial number on left rear of receiver and under front
of receiver in front of mag well. See photos for other markings. Includes Light Automatic
Rifle soft cover manual. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 5477
69512, certificate # 5694106, PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 84S-2, 5.56mm five Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Black battle finish with fixed front and rear sights. Folding skeletonized stock with
simulated wood insert. Fitted with sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to
five. Cleaning rod. Based on external condition appears to have had very little use. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 411891, certificate # 5694102, FRT # 118658-7 PAL
required
Prohib 12-5 rifle Norinco model 84S-1, 5.56mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Black battle finish. Adjustable front and rear sights. Folding metal stock. Fitted with
sling mounts. Includes detachable magazine pinned to five, cleaning rod, matching numbers
on receiver cover and receiver. Based on external condition appears to have very little or
light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 411910, certificate # 5694104,
FRT # 21117-3 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle IMI model Galil model 329S, .308 Win five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Black finish. Folding stock. Adjustable sights and flip up night sights. Missing
pistol grip. Includes one pinned detachable magazine and black webbed sling. Markings
include serial no., Action Arms Ltd. Philla PA, S. Auto Galil, cal. 308Win. Model 329S, IMIISRAEL on left side of receiver. Action cycles although slowly due to storage grease. Appears
to have had only light use judging by only minor use, handling and storage marks on
exterior.] serial # AAL2100048, certificate # 5694107, FRT # 25737-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle IMI model Galil model 329S, 308 Win five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Black battle finish. Adjustable front and rear sights. Night option for front sight
missing. Folding skeletonized stock. Includes black webbed sling and detachable magazine
pinned to five. Matching number on rear sight. Based on external condition it appears to
have little to light use only. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AAL2100067,
certificate # 5694110, FRT # 25737-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle IMI model Galil model 710S, 223 Rem five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Black battle finish. Adjustable front and rear sights with flip up night sight.
Folding skeletonized stock. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five. Fitted with
factory folding bi-pod, flash hider. Based on external appearance it appears to have had very
little to light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AAL2100111,
certificate # 5694109, PAL required
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Prohib 12-5 rifle IMI model SN.R Galil "Galatz", 7.62x51 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Black battle finish. Original Galil adjustable front and rear sights with flip up
night option plus fitted with factory Galatz optional cantilevered quick release scope mount
which is fitted with original Japanese made "Nimrod" Tele. 6X40 scope with built in range
finder. Other factory options to this dedicated marksman's rifle include cheek riser attached
to wooden folding stock, folding and extending bi-pod, heavy extended barrel and flash
hider. Includes detachable box magazine pinned to five. Two tinted rear scope covers.
Plastic factory labeled cleaning kit and contents and foam lined original zippered storage
and carrying case. Overall appears to have virtually no use with only minute use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # AAL92084419, certificate # 5694108, FRT # 42749-1 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model P88, 9MM ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Blued finish. Fixed three dot sights. Checkered polymer grips. Fitted with lanyard
ring. Includes two detachable magazines pinned to ten, original box, factory target and
manual. Mechanically appears excellent and likely has had very little use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 005027, certificate # 5694103, FRT # 23305-2 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC model S&W Top Break Copy, .38 S&W five shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 98mm [Plated finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips.
Action needs work. Indexing lock appears broken and trigger springs not returning. Hinge
and ejection appear to work fine. Most plating is intact with some minor flaking and pitting.
Note these are intentional S&W copies including the design of the logo which is intended to
look like the S&W logo at a glance. Includes leather flap holster. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 241, FRT # 76691-5 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model Vzor 70, 7.65mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
95mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded plastic checkered grips. Matching serial on barrel
and slide. Other markings including 72 on left rear of slide. Mechanically appears excellent.
Slight holster ware in front of slide. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # J89903,
certificate # 8301875, FRT # 17307-2 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 97 " Trench Gun", 12GA 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 20 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Wooden stock with hard rubber/plastic
Winchester branded butt plate. Corn cob forend. Markings include "Model 97-Winchester12 GA" over "-Trademark-"on left side of barrel. Following to the right " 2 3/4 CHAM. " over
"CYL" Right side of barrel stamped" -Made in U.S.A. Winchester Repeating Arms Co." over
patent line. Top rear of barrel stamped with "Ordinance Bomb" and P W cartouche on rear
barrel and front of receiver. "U.S." and flaming ordinance bomb on left side of receiver and
faint G.H.D ( Colonel Guy H. Drewry) on left side of stock. Fitted with sling ring and four row
heat shield. Includes no matching earlier bayonet numbered 126. Auction and trigger
function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal
including tooling type marks on right side of receiver and barrel] serial # 950456, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt, 22LR five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with scope rings. Smooth
wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable five round magazine.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # 29175X7, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Custom Ducks Unlimited Li, 12GA 2 3/4" & 3"
two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 27" [Blue ribbed barrels with two bead sight. White
metal receiver engraved with game birds and scroll work on the sides and 50 Years of
Conservation on the underside. Deluxe wood stock and forend with checkered grips.
Branded recoil pad. Markings include "Custom Made for Ducks Unlimited, Canada Limited
edition of 145, Winchester 12 GA, Winchoke 2 3/4 & 3", East Elton Illinois" on left side of
barrel. "Made in Japan" on right side of barrel "Winchester Proof Steel" under barrels,
"W/C" on left of both barrels. Includes four removable chokes and choke tool and fitted
Winchester branded canvas and leather hard case. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial # DU50034E, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Izhevsk (Soviet Union) model Mosin Nagant M91/30, 7.62 X 54R five
shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 29" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden full length stock. Metal butt plate. Includes webbed sling and
cleaning rod. Matching numbers found of receiver, bolt, magazine and butt plate. Both
trigger guard screws missing. Includes ill fitting spiked bayonet. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AM2868, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle Ruger model AirHawk, .177Cal (4.5mm) 490 FPS single shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with
fiber optic inserts. Fitted with Ruger brand 4X32 scope. Smooth wooden stock, and recoil
pad. Appears to have had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial #
AD099718, No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco model JW-2000, 12 GA 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 12" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. External hammers. Checkered
pistol grip and forend. Fitted with recoil pad and rear sling mount. Appears to have had little
use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 0202205, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco model HP9, 12GA 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length
14" [Black Parkerized style finish. Single bead front sight. Black polymer checkered stock and
forend. Attached recoil pad. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 006647911, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.C Higgins model 20, 12GA 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun C-I-L model 402, 20GA 2 3/4" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock. Branded
plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function well. Appears to have had only light
use with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 4293, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Unknown Hungarian model Break Action Air Gun, .177 cal single shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 13 1/2" [Blued finish. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sight. Smooth wooden stock with textured fore grip. No brand name found. Left rear of
barrel stamped "Made In Hungary" with serial number. Front sight appears somehow
modified if not replaced. FPS not verified. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. ] serial # 53829, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Bushnell Sportview 3X-9X, 32 scope. Sporterized wooden stock with metal butt plate.
Assorted modifications including sling mount area. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
M8423, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning ( made in Japan) model BL22, 22 S-L-LR lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock. Branded plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly
and shows signs of light use. Marks to wood and metal are more storage and handling
related.] serial # 17591RR126, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning (made in Japan) model 81BLR, .22-250 lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight. No rear sight. Fitted with Bausch &
Lomb Elite 3000 scope. Straight wooden stock with checkered grip and forend. Branded
recoil pad. Action and trigger function smoothly and shows signs of light use with use,
storage and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 01576NY227, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, .22 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. A brazed repair to action between stock and receiver.
Action and trigger cycle but in well used condition. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12GA 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Fixed full choke.
Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic checkered butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching
serial numbers on barrel and receiver. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1278052, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 300 Win. Mag. three shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with a Bushnell Elite 4200
scope. Black polymer stock with Winchester branded recoil pad. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # G35238, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Gaucha-IGA model Coachgun, .410GA 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Fixed chokes. Left barrel
marked with three stars and right barrel marked with four stars. Wooden stock with
checkered pistol grip and forend. Plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Does not appear to have had a lot of use. Fittment of stock to receiver
on right side has a gap, other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 278165, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Eruoarm model Kentucky Rifle Repro., .45 Perc. Single shot percussion,
w/ bbl length 35" [Blued octagonal barrel. Case hardened lock. Fixed and adjustable rear
sights. Full length smooth wooden stock with brass accents including butt plate, patch box,
ram rod rings etc. Markings include amongst other things "Pedersoli" on barrel. Appears to
have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 4882, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 25M, . 22 W.M.R. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blue barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Bushnell Sportview 3X-7X, 20mm scope. Smooth wooden stock. Checkered plastic butt
plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to
function well. Show signs of only light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # 13716454, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Squires Bingham model 16, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Simmons Deerfield 4X32
scope. Gloss black wooden stock. Branded butt plate. Parkerized style alloy trigger guard
and mag. well assembly. Fitted with flash hider. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
A282345, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Featherweight, 243 Win. three shot bolt action,
w/ bbl length 21 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with scope bases. Wooden stock with checkered pistol and foregrip. Plastic butt plate.
Fitted with sling rings. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Shows
signs of regular use but not abuse. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 573584, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (circa mid 1950's), 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight wooden stock. Checkered metal butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts. Action
and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Age appropriate wear in use and
handling areas. Evidence of re varnishing of the wood. Minor nicks, gouges and scrapes on
wood and metal. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 2333175,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Featherweight Ultra Gr, 270 Win. three shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 22" [Limited edition 837/1000 Deluxe featherweight with gold
highlights and engraving on receiver and on supplied scope rings. Beautifully checkered
deluxe walnut wooden stock. In unfired condition. Includes styrofoam packaging, tube,
shipping box plus custom hardwood storage/display cabinet with its own original shipping
box.] serial # UG837, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington .22 LR single shot rolling block, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
octagonal barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Curved metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably well. Firearm has several repairs including braising of upper tang to
receiver, non original screws, cracks and old repairs to stock and forend etc. Still appears to
make a good project gun.] serial # H40425, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Falling Block, 22LR single shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued half round, half octagonal barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Smooth
straight wooden stock. Curved metal butt plate. Matching serial numbers on barrel and
receiver. Part of multi position rear sight broken. Well used firearm, however action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Assorted old repairs. Re varnishing of wood.
Assorted nicks, gauges and scratches including small piece of forend missing on the front left
top section.] serial # 055093, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Harrington & Richardson model Tammer Model SV1, .410GA 3"
single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 19" [Satin stainless barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Fixed full choke. H & R branded black polymer pistol grip stock with storage for
four addition rounds. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handing and
storage marks.] serial # HW321156, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 702 Plinkster, 22LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued barrel and black alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with Crossman Airguns 4X32 scope. Black polymer stock, checkered pistol and
foregrip. Includes one detachable magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # EEJ213578, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 Takedown, 22LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" [Stainless tapered barrel and white alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Fitted with scope base. Black polymer stock with checkered pistol and foregrip.
Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 82039356, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle Ruger model Black Max, .177Cal (4.5mm) 490 FPS single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 18 3/4" [Blued style finish. Tactical style polymer pistol grip stock with
recoil pad. Includes original packaging, scope, scope rings and tags. Appears virtually
unused, possibly just test fired. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 00481307,
No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle German Sports Guns model GSG-16, 22LR twenty two shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 16 1/4" [Black polymer construction. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Fitted with upper and lower accessory rails. Includes two 22 round detachable
magazines and original box. Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling
marks.] serial # BL47751, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model Precision, .308 cal ten shots bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Black Parkerized style finish. Full flat top rail. No sights included. Full adjustable folding
stock with recoil pad. Fitted with Magpul pistol grip and original Ruger grip included.
Threaded muzzle fitted with VG6 Precision model Gamma762 muzzle brake. Includes two
detachable magazines, original box and some documentation. Note center PIcatinny lug on
underside of stock has been ground down. Overall appears to have had only light use and
has been well cared for with other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
180015080, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model Trombone, .22 L pump action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well. Assorted proof marks. Bluing on tube turning brown and minor surface rust
and pitting on metal areas and age appropriate marks on wood.] serial # 31774, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, .38 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2"
[Blue round barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn
sights. Smooth straight stock. Curved metal butt plate. Action and trigger cycle through,
however would definitely benefit from a good cleaning. Bluing is worn in expected use and
handling areas. Minor surface rust and nicks and gouges on wood.] serial # 272590, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms model Encore, 209 X 50 magnum single shot
hinge break, muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear fiber optic sights plus scope base. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Branded recoil pad. Includes replacement breach plug, tool and ramrod. Appears to have
had little use. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 168574, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model 101.7 (311A), 12 Ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel with single bead front sight and unknown fixed choke. Case
hardened receiver. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Recoil pad branded "Upland Game"
and has turned quite hard. Left side of receiver marked "J.C. Higgins-model 101.7, Sears
Robuck & Co." right side of receiver marked "Model 311 A". Marking under barrel include an
A in circle, G in circle, upper case WY. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly. Slight surface rust and pitting on and under barrels and receiver. Other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Husqvarna model 51, 16 GA two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length 29
1/2" [Blued barrels with unknown fixed choke. Single bead front sight. White metal receiver.
External hammers. Wooden stock with metal butt plates, checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Serial number dates to 1904. Markings include "Sandvik, 51" upper case "T" under
barrel. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels, forend and trigger guard. Hinge
opening, closing, hammer and trigger operation all seem to work reasonably well. Age
appropriate wear and marks on wood and metal.] serial # 124771, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Krieghoff model K-80, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued ported ribbed fixed skeet choke barrels with two bead sights.(left hand stock, see
photos) Beautiful engraved nickel plated steel receiver with scroll work on all sides and
waterfowl scene on left and pheasants on the right. Cantilevered Turkish walnut stock with
forend with checkered semi pistol and fore grip (left hand stock, see photo). Branded plastic
butt plate. Appears to be in excellent condition with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 20200, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Krieghoff model K80, 12Ga, 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" & 32" [Blued ribbed fixed choke barrels, each with two bead sights, each for 3"
magnum. Engraved white metal receiver with pheasants and ducks. Deluxe cantilevered
stock with textured recoil pad (left hand stock, see photo). Checkered pistol grip and forend.
30" barrel marked M (modified) on top barrel and IM (Improved modified) bottom barrel.
32" barrel is IM ( Improved modified) top barrel and F ( Full choke) bottom barrel. Matching
serial numbers on receiver, both barrels and forend. Both barrels fitted during cataloguing
and appear to fit and function beautifully. Includes custom made Lederkoffer leather
wrapped fitted case.] serial # 20201, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschuetz 22LR five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued
barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 4X Custom .22 scope.
Smooth wooden stock with sling mounts. Includes one Anschuetz branded detachable
magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well. Appears to have had only light use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 378373, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1897, 12Ga pump action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
steel butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial numbers on barrel and receiver. Action
and trigger function very well. Bluing worn in expected use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 200882, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Parker Bros (circa 1922) model SXS, 20Ga 2 1/2" two shots hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" & 34" [Blued ribbed barrels, single bead sight and unknown fixed
chokes. Engraved receiver and trigger guard with a setter on the left and a pointer on the
right plus game birds and scrollwork. Deluxe walnut stock with Pachmayr recoil pad (left
hand stock, see photo). Checkered pistol grip and forend. Matching serial numbers on
receiver, both barrels and both forends. Fittment, cycling, trigger operation with 28" barrel
appears as new. Forend for 34" barrel needs refitting as it is currently too tight to fully
engage. See photos for identification marks. Overall appears to have had only light use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 198466, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 311, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel. No sights. Case hardened receiver. Smooth stock with plastic butt plate.
Barrel appears to have been shortened. Surface rust and bluing worn in handling and use
areas. Action and triggers appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Weihrauch model HW80 (1000FPS), 177 cal 4.5mm Single Shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 19 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and target adjustable
rear sight. Smooth stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip. Mechanically
appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 929559, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil model Olympia 72 Skeet, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 27" (Skeet) & 28" (Olympia) [Blued ribbed barrels, each with single
bead sight. Engraved white metal receiver. Deluxe hardwood stock and forend (left hand
stock, see photo). White Line recoil pad. Matching serial number on 28" barrel. Bottom
barrel marked with four stars (Improved cylinder) and top barrel marked with two stars (
Improved, modified). Fitment with 28" barrel appears excellent. 27" barrel is serial no. R
639, presumably both barrels fixed skeet choke and fitment to receiver appears excellent.
Cycling and trigger operation also appear excellent with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 69726, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun SKB (Ithica) model 600, 20Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued ribbed barrels with double bead front sight. Fixed full upper and fixed modified
lower chokes. Engraved receiver and trigger, gold tone trigger. Hardwood stock with
checkered plastic butt plate. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Matching serial numbers on
receiver, barrels and forend. Fitment, operation and finish are excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # CF667176, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschuetz model 1400/40, 22LR five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21
3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. One piece wooden
stock with checkered semi pistol grip. Includes one branded detachable five round
magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 960569, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun GEBR. MERKEL SUHL model SXS Hammerless, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrels with single bead sight. Case hardened receiver.
Hardwood stock with White line recoil pad, fixed right side cheek riser. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings. Action and triggers appear to function well.
Judging by the different colour of forend to stock it is presumed stock is a replacement or
has been refinished. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 572555, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Tula (USSR) model T03-16, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
21" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. One piece wooden
stock with flat metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Presumed owner installed scope
mounting plate on left side of stock. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Stock presumed to be refinished with minor use, handing and storage marks.] serial #
H2072, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun William Evans model SXS, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 32" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight. Engraved two tone white metal and
blued receiver. Straight hardwood stock with checkered grip and forend (left hand stock, see
photo). Markings including matching serial numbers on receiver, trigger guard, forend and
underside of both barrels. Other markings under barrels include "Full Choke" on both
barrels, "Nitro Proof", "55237" between the barrels and assorted other proof marks etc. Top
of barrels marked " William Evans, 63 Pall Mall, St. Jamess, London" Action and triggers
appear to function well. Slight surface pitting at muzzle and other minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 3978, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model S687, 12Ga 3" two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" & 29 1/2" [Two blued ribbed barrel sets, each with single bead front sight including 28"
fitted with two removable chokes and matching serial number and a 29 1/2" with no chokes
but matching serial number. During cataloguing both barrels were fitted and found to fit and
function well. White metal receiver with engraved scroll work including pheasants on right
side and ducks on left side. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # L50928B, PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model SAA Gen. 3, .45 LC six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 190mm [Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Fixed sights. Case hardened frame.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes original cardboard box. Appears to have had light
use. Visible cylinder ring and other minor, use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
92530SA, certificate # 18395116, FRT # 38341-24 PAL required
Restricted handgun Norinco model 1911A1, .45 seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish. Fixed three dot sights. Fitted with dragon motif smooth grips. Includes
new in package Hogue rubber grips and two detachable magazines. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably smoothly. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
904239, certificate # 17296235, FRT # 21076-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Tokarev (Izhevsk) model TT33, 7.62mm Tokarev eight shots semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 115mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Matching serial numbers on
frame, slide and magazine. Date stamped 1952. Right rear of frame stamped "DE II UA".
Action and trigger appear to function reasonable smoothly with use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # C473, certificate # 15688518, FRT # 143571-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun German Sports Guns model GSG-1911, 22LR ten shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 127mm [Parkerized style finish. Fixed front and rear three dot sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Skeletonized stainless hammer and trigger. Includes three
detachable magazines. Faux muzzle device. Original branded foam line plastic case and
documentation. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # A381595, certificate # 15169802, FRT # 131089-1 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Norinco model M1911A1, .45 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued style finish. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Skeletonized
hammer and trigger. Extended mag release, slide release and ambidextrous safety.
Checkered main spring housing. Includes two detachable magazine. Branded hard case,
cleaning rod and manual. Appears virtually unused with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # BA4109913246CA13, certificate # 18432158, FRT # 146961-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Norinco model NP29, 9mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued style finish. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Plastic checkered grips.
Skeletonized hammer and trigger, extended mag release, slide release and ambidextrous
safety. Includes two detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well and
firearms shows little signs of use with only minor use, handling and storage parts. Branded
box and owner's manual. Plastic inside box has had some cut aways.] serial #
BE0401713246CA13, certificate # 18951359, FRT # 36676-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Pietta model SAA, 22LR ten shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
190mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Appears to have had little use,
however cylinder indexing intermittently skips. Front trigger guard screw has tooling marks
as sitting proud of the guard surface, possibly stripped. Otherwise only minor use and
handling marks.] serial # E36389, certificate # 18477843, FRT # 123166-13 PAL required
Restricted handgun GSG model GSG-1911, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Tan finish with black highlights including fixed three dot sights, checkered grips,
ambidextrous safety, beaver tail, main spring housing, skeletonized trigger etc. Stainless
steel hammer. Includes two detachable magazines. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BL20581C, certificate # 17854328, FRT
# 131089-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Tokarev (Tula) model TT33, 7.62mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 115mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded bakelite grips. Serial number
markings include matching numbers on frame and barrel. Possible re-stamp to matching
number on slide. Obvious re-stamp to matching numbers on both included detachable
magazine. Other markings include date stamp 1941 on frame and a re-stamp 1941 on slide.
See photographs for other proof marks. Above average condition finish and mechanics plus
the re-stamp would indicated a factory restoration. Minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # CT213, certificate # 17771747, FRT # 5529-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model 357, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden
grips. Mechanically appears excellent including double and single action triggers, indexing,
lock up etc. Slight bluing worn in handling, holster and use areas. Note: Previously sold at US
auction house that indicated scratches in the bore that aren't in evidence after carefully
examination and we feel are unsubstantiated. See photos.] serial # 544, certificate #
19964594, FRT # 17529-2 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (1894-1994), 30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued half round, half octagonal barrel, receiver and half length tube. Fixed
front, adjustable rear and peep sight. Deluxe stock with curved butt plate, checkered grips.
Engraved receiver. Appears unfired. No box or documentation included. Minor use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # CN09393, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model SA-22 Take-Down, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Bushnell 3X-7X custom .22 scope. Hardwood stock and forend with metal butt plate.
Markings include "Made in Belgium" and other proof marks on barrel. Engraved receiver and
trigger guard. Appears in great shape with use, handing and storage mark on wood and
metal.] serial # 7069, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun F.T Baker model SXS, 12Ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued unknown fixed choke barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Engraved
receiver, trigger guard etc. Straight walnut stock with checkered grip and forend (left hand
stock, see photo). Markings include" F. T. Baker. 29 Glasshouse St. Piccadilly Circus"
Markings under barrel including crown over BP, crown over BV, 13, Nitro Proof, 1 1/8, Choke
under right side, 12 over a C in a diamond. Mechanically including hinge operation, lock up,
triggers, safety, extractors etc. appear to work well. Bluing is exceptionally good, possibly
redone. Over all in well cared for condition with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 7952, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model S687 Silver Pigeon, 20Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead front sight. White metal
receiver with engraved waterfowl and pigeons. Walnut stock and forend. Branded recoil
pad. Checkered grips. Matching serial numbers on barrel and other markings include
"80999" under barrel, "15 .9 " on both barrels, see photos for other markings. Barrels
threaded for Mobil choke system and currently fitted with Improved cylinder top barrel and
skeet on bottom barrel. Mechanically appears excellent and only minor use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # M00498B, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori, 20Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 26" [Blued ribbed fixed full top and improved modified bottom choke barrels with
double bead sight. Engraved blued receiver. Straight hardwood stock with Old English recoil
pad. Checkered grip and forend. Matching serial number on barrel and forend. Japanese
made. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 11927RN163, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil model Trap Montreal, 12Ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30 1/2" [Blued ribbed fixed full top and fixed improved modified choked
barrels with two bead sights. Engraved white metal receiver with gold highlights. Semi
deluxe walnut stock and forend with branded recoil pad (left hand stock, see photo).
Matching serial numbers on barrels and forend. Other markings include "74127" and proof
marks under barrels etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Use handling and storage marks on
wood and metal including a couple of deeper storage rubs in the wood.] serial # 76271, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Sauer model 202, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
left handed alloy receiver. Fixed front and rear sight. Fitted with Kahles Helia CB 2.5-10 X 50
scope, serial no. 525104L. One pieces walnut stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol
and fore grip. Fitted with Sauer branded padded sling. Mechanically appears excellent and in
fact likely has had very little if any use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
N36811, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Heym model SR 20G, 300 Win. Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
barrel with fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Zeiss Diavari Z 2.5-10X52 scope. Custom
engraved left handed receiver marked "Fredrich Wilm. Heym" and "Made in Germany" on
right side. Matching engraving on mag base and trigger guard and engraved initial on stock
button. One piece walnut stock with recoil pad, left side fixed cheek riser, checkered pistol
and foregrip. Fitted with Spanish made braided leather sling. Barrel marked "Krupp-Special
Laufstahl" on top "Felix Kohlen Saarbucken" on left side. Other markings including matching
serial numbers on receiver barrel and bolt. Action and trigger appear to function very well.
Minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 28706, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil model Grade 4, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 26 3/4" & 28" [Both barrels are blued, ribbed and fixed choke with single bead front
sights. Beautifully engraved white metal receiver with gilt highlights. Semi deluxe stock with
White Line recoil pad (left hand stock, see photo). Checkered pistol grip and forend and
personalized stock button"O.L.A.S". Matching serial numbers on receiver and both barrels.
The 26 3/4" barrel is marked "Skeet Olympia , 72" so presumably both barrels are fixed
Skeet choke. 28" barrel marked "Rottweil 720 Jagd" with fixed improved modified ( two
stars) top barrel and improved cylinder ( four stars) lower barrels. Both barrels fitted during
cataloguing and appear to lock, cycle and operate beautifully. Overall appears to be in
excellent condition with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 75148, PAL required
Non-Restricted Walther model LG 53, 530 FPS, 4.5 cal/.177 Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 17 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Hooded front sight. Rear barrel mount sight
removed. Walther brand target peep sight added. One piece wooden stock with well used
recoil pad and checkered pistol grip. Used condition including wear in use and handling
marks. Appears to function well.] serial # 097703, PAL required
American Security combination vault with convertible configuration of up to 20 rifles, 20
minute fire rating, serial no. A515973 63" high X 18"deep X 24" wide. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
American Security combination vault with convertible configuration of up to 20 rifles, 20
minute fire rating, serial no. A515984 63" high X 18"deep X 24" wide. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
American Security combination vault with convertible configuration of up to 20 rifles, 45
minute fire rating, serial no. A507675 63" high X 18"deep X 24" wide. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
American Security combination vault with convertible configuration of up to 20 rifles, 45
minute fire rating, serial no. A507272 63" high X 18"deep X 24" wide. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
Hand tooled leather western saddle with 7" gullet, 15" seat, stirrups initial on rear R.K. with
eagle in flight, plus a wooden saddle stand. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup
only
Ponsness Warren 800 Plus 20 gauge Shotgun Reloader, brand new in box with accessories
including EZ- Fill aluminum hopper etc. See packaging list for contents. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
Ponsness- Warren model 10 Magn-O-matic shotgun reloading press and accessories, see
photos for completeness. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Large selection of shotgun reloading components including two 500 wad bags of Claybuster
CB1100-12 12 gauge wads, a large selection spent hulls and a full box of 5000 count
Claybuster CB 1078-20 20 gauge wads. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Over 40 assorted Shot/Powder bushings
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Six assorted pistol magazines and a selection of 22 caliber pellets
Redding T-7 Turret Reloading Press with assorted accessories, note checked for
completeness
Redding Lubri-Sizer in original box, possibly never removed from box
RCBS Trim Pro Power Case trimmer in original box, possibly unused
Brand new full 8 lb. container of Relliant Powder "Green Dot" Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Brand new full 8 lb. container of Relliant Powder "Green Dot" Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Brand new full 8 lb. container of Relliant Powder "Green Dot" Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Two full 4 lb boxes of smokeless powder including Nobel Magnum no. 6, Trap-1A (Green
Dot?) and 1.6lbs of Red Dot ? ( labeled with marker). Note: Not available for shipping. Local
pickup only
Two 4 lbs. boxes of Nobel Magnum No. 6 shotgun powder and a 450 gram tin of the same.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Six 1 lbs. containers of smokeless powder including two IMR 3031, one IMR 4350, two IMR
4320 and one Hodgdon H 4350. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Six 1 lbs. bottles of Ralliant Unique Smokeless powder, five appear full and one is near
empty. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Non-Restricted shotgun Spanish Gorosabel model SXS, 10Ga, 3 1/2" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 31 1/2" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight. Engraved white metal
receiver. Straight hardwood stock with textured rubber recoil pad. Checkered grip and
forend. Matching numbers found on receiver, barrel and trigger guard. Left barrel appears
to be stamped with one star ie: full choke and right barrel two stars ie" Improved modified.
Mechanically appears excellent including lock up, opening, trigger functions etc. with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 114013, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle/shotgun Suhl model Drilling, 12Ga 2 3/4" / 30-06 three shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel with fixed front and flip up rear sight. Fitted with Zeiss
Diavari -Z 1.5-6X42 scope, serial number 1915723. Engraved white metal receiver with
wildlife scene on left side and pheasants on the right. Hardwood stock with Pachmayr recoil
pad (left hand stock, see photo). Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial
numbers found on receiver. Trigger guard, barrels and forend. Right barrel marked "SpecialGewehrlaufstahl" left barrel marked "Simson Suhl made in GDR". Rear folding sight is
automatically raised when rifle barrel selected. Mechanically appears excellent including
fitment, cycling etc. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 16859,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model Safari, .458 Win. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with 1.5X-5X
Leupold scope, serial no. 352830R. Custom stock with fish scale style checkering and
Limbsaver brand recoil pad. Marked "Made in Belgium" on barrel. See photos for other
proof marks. Action and trigger appear to function well. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 5L30321, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 7mm Rem. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Stainless barrel and left handed receiver. No fixed sights. Includes stainless rings. Laminated
stock with branded recoil pad. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 79022860, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun AYA model No 2, 12Ga, 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued fixed choke barrels with single bead sight. Engraved white metal receiver.
Engraved blued trigger guard. Straight hardwood stock with checkered butt, grip and forend
(left hand stock, see photo). Markings include two stars (Improved modified) on left barrel
and four stars (Improved cylinder) on right barrel, " Aguirre Y Aranzabal" on underside of
receiver. Name and "Made in Spain" on top of barrels. Matching serial numbers on receiver,
trigger guard, barrels and forend. See photos for other marks. Appears to be in like new
condition including lock up, triggers, fitment and only minor use and handling marks.] serial
# 493683, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 201, 22 WMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Zeiss Diatal-C 4X32 scope, serial no.
1879561. Hardwood stock with recoil pad, fixed riser and checkered pistol and foregrip.
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent with some use and
handling marks plus a crack on the left side of stock above trigger guard.] serial # 131253,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model No. 1, .45-70 Govt. Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length
22" [Stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth laminate
stock. Branded recoil pad. Sling mounts. Appears to have had virtually no use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13388324, PAL required
Kahles 1.4-4X24 Helia-C scope with 30mm tube and 4A reticle, serial no. 512075L with rings,
was fitted to lot 187
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 30-06 Sprg bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Stainless barrel and left handed receiver. No fixed sights. Includes stainless rings. Smooth
laminate barrel with branded recoil pad. Sling rings and leather sling. Mechanically appears
excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 79042176, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto-5, 12Ga 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued ribbed unknown fixed choke barrel with single bead front sight. Engraved blued
receiver. High polish stock and forend. Branded recoil pad. "Made in Japan" marked on left
side of barrel. Mechanically appears excellent with use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 28471RR151, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunter Arms Co. model L.C. Smith Splty Grade, 12Ga two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued unknown fixed choke barrels with single bead front sight.
Engraved white metal receiver. Engraved blued trigger guard. Deluxe hardwood stock with
checkered butt, pistol grip and forend (left hand stock, see photo). Matching numbers found
on receiver, trigger guard, barrels and forend. See photos for other markings. Mechanical
operation appears excellent including hinge, lock up, triggers etc. Includes second stock,
mismatched wood grain and purportedly fits but we didn't fit during cataloguing. Used but
not abused condition with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 341949, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Model 70 Safari Express, .375 H&H Mag bolt action,
w/ bbl length 24" [Matte Parkerized style finish barrel and left hand receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Drilled and tapped for scope, no evidence of scope ever being
mounted. Satin finish walnut stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed cheek riser. Checkered
semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes original retail hang tag.
Mechanically appears excellent and would appear to have had virtually no use with minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G2412163, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Birmingham Small Arms Co .270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning plum colour. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with
Leupold VX-III 3.5-10X-40mm scope, serial no. 317248T. Custom stock with White Line recoil
pad and fish scale style checkering. Likely refinished wood and metal. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # HA13290, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model Mod. 98, 8X57Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights plus Redfield target peep
sight. Sporterized stock with recoil pad and leather sling. Markings include "bcd, 43" and
Nazi mark on top of receiver. Serial numbers include 4678 on receiver and barrel, 7790 and
7980 on mag bas and 1610 on bolt. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal
including 1" crack on bottom front of stock.] serial # 4678, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1910, appears to be 7mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 29"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate. Sling rings. Bayonet mount, no bayonet. Serial numbers
include 2228 on receiver and mag base and 2157 on bolt. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 2228, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 87A, 22 S-L-LR bolt action/semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and tube turning brown. Fixed front and elevation rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Painted finish worn on trigger guard. In
use condition, action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handing and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model Silver Reserve II, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead sight. White metal receiver with
scroll engraving on both sides and bottom. Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Made in Turkey by Kayhan Harthemis and imported by Mossberg
International. Threaded for removable chokes and includes a total of five chokes and choke
tool, original manual and box. Appears to have light use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # SR12012225, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 340B, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Front and rear sights removed. Fitted with Aim Master 4X32 scope.
Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate, note stock has been notched to accommodate
scope base. Rear section of stock slightly different coloured due to previous slide on rubber
recoil pad. include one detachable magazine that has been modified or repaired. Fitted with
sling mounts. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V, .270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2"
[Glossed blued tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold scope base
and rings. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad, checkered pistol and fore grip. Includes
Weatherby branded soft rifle case. Barrel marked "Use Only Weatherby .270 W.M."
Receiver marked "Made in Japan". Action and trigger appear to function excellently.
Weatherby Bottom half of stock had crackling in gloss finish. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # H139829, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hatsan model 70 (1000FPS), .177 (4.5mm) single shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 18" [Blued style barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted
with unlabeled scope. Camouflage finish polymer stock with checkered pistol grip. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 060716503, PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun S&W model 18-4, .22 LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
101mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with branded checkered
wooden grips. Action and trigger feel reasonably smooth although will definitely benefit
from a good cleaning. Includes two addition sets of grips including smaller S&W wooden
grips and a Hogue rubber pair with finger grooves. Visible cylinder ring. Holster wear and
other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 29K7382, certificate # 5956340, FRT #
21850-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hi-Standard model Sentinel, .22 nine shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 60mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Case hardened hammer and checkered
plastic grips. Includes leather holster and soft case. Mechanically appears excellent including
single and double action triggers, indexing, lock-up etc. Visible cylinder ring and other minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1339721, certificate # 6951299, FRT # 19757-15
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910/1922, .32 ACP nine shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 113mm [Blued slide and receiver. Fixed sights. Personalized hand made WWII
"Sweetheart" grips, typically made from aircraft windshield material from war era airforce
planes. See photos for details and marking on backside of photos, perhaps sweetheart and
their young son. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and slide. Other markings include
Nazi marks on frame and slide. Includes one detachable magazine and leather flap holster.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in handling, use and
holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 74692, certificate # 3712633,
FRT # 36234-4 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model C, 7.65mm nine shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length
83mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed sights. Branded plastic checkered grips.
Includes one detachable magazine. Well used condition and mechanically stiff. Buy as
restoration project. Finish worn in use and handling areas including holster wear and other
use handling and storage marks.] serial # 435102 SG, certificate # 17318358, FRT # 20722-9
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 70, 7.65 cal ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
89mm [Blued finish, fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes detachable box
magazine with finger rest. Mechanically appears excellent and has likely had little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A64464, certificate # 10198996, FRT #
16553-4 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Deutsche Werke model Ortgies Patent, 6.35 six shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 70mm [Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Branded wooden grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Grips were drilled and set with gem like stones, all except one now
missing. Plating worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger function. Other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 62930, certificate # 10287555, FRT # 18484-4 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model 923, .22 LR ten shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
102mm [Plated finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Single and double
action work reasonably well. Lock up and indexing function typical to brand. Most plating
intact with flaking starting on trigger and at retaining pin holes. Other minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # S9284, certificate # 10081561, FRT # 19520-5 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security Six, .357 Magnum six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 102mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth hardwood stock with finger grooves. Mechanically appears excellent, albeit needing
cleaning. Slight cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 15441995,
certificate # 10280336, FRT # 22465-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Border Patrol, .357 Magnum six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
checkered wooden grips. Includes original box, some documentation, key chain screwdriver
and cleaning rod. Mechanically appears excellent and has likely had very little use. Slight
cylinder ring and minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # J77732, FRT # 25362-1 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police Positive Special, .32-20 WCF six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 102mm [Blued finish turning brown gray. Fixed sights. Branded
checkered wooden grips. Well used condition with finish worn in use and handling areas.
Indexing and lock up are loose but functioning as is single and double action trigger
operation. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 15815, certificate # 4538149,
FRT # 45223-58 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, also fitted with Tasco
4X32 scope. Straight sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Includes one detachable box
magazine. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel and bolt. Action is a little stiff but
smooth and crisp. Other markings include date stamp 1943. Stock is cracked about 5"
leading out from front of mag well. Stock also has the usual filler pieces and modified from
being sporterized. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 44710, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
round barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation rear sights. Straight
smooth stock with checkered metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well, would benefit from cleaning. Wood and metal finish worn in use and
handling areas Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 360945, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 620, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning gray. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock with plastic
butt plate. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Rear of barrel marked with one star
presumably full choke. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well, could benefit
from cleaning. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Much of the wood finish is worn away.
Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN model Sporter, .22 cal single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 3/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation rear sights. Smooth straight wooden
stock. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well, but would benefit from a
cleaning. Age appropriate marks and gouges in stock. Small crack on right front. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 29093, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 972-C, 243W bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3-9 scope.
Hardwood stock with recoil pad, fixed riser and checkered pistol and fore grip. Fitted with
set trigger. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # R27757, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown gray. Front post sight in ring
and adjustable rear flip up peep sight. Straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well but could benefit from cleaning. All
metal surfaces have surface rusting and pitting. Braising and welding repairs to upper tang
right behind hammer. Appears to have other repairs to fitment of tangs to stock. See
photos. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 19357, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Deutsche Werke model Model I, 9mm rim fire single shot breech
block, w/ bbl length 19" [Originally blued barrel, appears mechanically removed. Fixed
sights. Smooth stock with metal butt plate. Markings include "Cal 9 m/m, 13501" on left side
of barrel. Crown over upper case B and 9mm on underside of barrel." Deutsche, Werk
Erfurt" on top of barrel. Logo and model I on top of breech block. Initials "DRP Germany" on
right side. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Has been refinished. Some
screws not original, some cracking in stock. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 13501, PAL required
Non-Restricted two air rifles Crossman and Baikal model 66C and ??-38?, .177 and .177 and
BB single shots hinge break and pump, w/ bbl length 21" and 18" [Generally in as found
condition. Both will require some shop time to make them function. Plastic stock on missing
button. Wooden stock has been broken and taped.] serial # NIL and 92002333, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model SA-22 Grade 1 Take Down, 22LR semi automatic, w/
bbl length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood
stock with metal butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely had little use. Marked Made in Japan. In addition to minor use, handling
and storage marks there is a small amount of surface storage rust on butt plate and
receiver.] serial # 15010RT146, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Walnut stock
with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes soft case.
Mechanically appears excellent and shows little signs of use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # T484110V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BBR, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Scope Chief VI. Hardwood stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Fixed cheek riser, checkered pistol and fore grip. Fitted with
leather sling. Internal magazine, spring and follower missing and missing scope top cap.
Marked made in Japan. Mechanically appears excellent. Includes faux sheepskin lined soft
case.] serial # 08015PW117, PAL required
Two boxes of 7.62mm handgun (Tokarev) ammunition including 70 rounds of Sellier & Bellot
Steel Core Steel case and a full 50 count box of PPU 7.62mm 85 grain FMJ
Selection of loading components including full 50 count Remington .38 Spl unprimed cases,
full 50 count box of Winchester .357 Magnum cases, appears full 50 count box of Speer .44
cal empty shot capsules, appears full 100 count box of Hornady .38 cal 158 grain semi wad
cutter bullets, appears full 100 count box of Speer .44 cal 240 grain jacketed soft point
bullets, bag with approximately 50 count of .38 cal 158 grain semi wad cutter bullets, a
Lyman three piece .38 Spl .357 mag die set and three flashlights
Selection of leather holster including flap holster with pouch and belt, tooled leather etc.
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Selection of vintage ammo, ammo boxes and brass including full 20 count box of Winchester
.405 Winchester, full 20 count box of Winchester .38-55 Winchester, full 10 count box of
Kynoch .405 Winchester, Winchester .348 Winchester with 14 used brass, Remington
Kleanbore .348 Winchester with 18 count used brass, and an empty Dominion .303 Brit box
plus two containers with assorted vintage ammo and brass
Selection of ammo and brass including full 20 count box of Western Super X .32 Winchester,
full 50 count box of Western X .32 S&W Long, full 50 count box of Winchester .38-40
Winchester, CIL .38 S&W box with approximately 30 rounds ( mixed manufacturers), two red
Case-Gard container each with 50 rounds of .41 Rem mag reloads etc.
Selection of ammo including full 20 count box of Remington .30-06 Sprg 180 grain, two
Weatherby boxes each containing 20 rounds of .300 Weatherby Magnum reloads, full 20
count box of Federal Classic .30-06 Sprng 180 grain, 18 rounds of Dominion .30-06 Sprng 110
grain, two full 20 count boxes of Meteor .303 British 180 grain, full 20 count box of Imperial
30-30 Win 170 grain and a yellow cartridge with 20 rounds of Norma Super 7X61 ( presumed
reloads)
Two 50 count Case-Gard ammo cases containing a total of 90 rounds of 375 H&H Magnum
reloads
Five full 20 count boxes of .38-55 cal ammunition including what appears to be three boxes
of factory ammo., two boxes of reloads and sixth box containing 19 rounds of what appear
to be factory loads
Selection of ammunition including four full 10 count boxes of Kynoch .35 Winchester, full 20
count box of Winchester Super X .35 Remington 200 grain, and a 20 capacity plastic ammo
case containing 20 rounds of .30-40 Krag ( presumed reloads)
Selection of shot gun ammo including full 25 count box of Kynoch 10 ga. 2 3/4",
approximately half full box of Winchester Super X 12 ga. 2 3/4" , Remington Express
magnum box with 5 rounds of non matching ammo. , a 25 count box with 22 rounds of
Federal Hi-brass 20 ga. 2 3/4", full 25 count Gevelot 410 ga 2 1/2" and approximately 14
loose 12 ga. rounds
Shop made wooden storage box containing RCBS Single Place loading press and loading
accessories including scale, case trimmer, micrometre etc. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Lyman 1200 DPS II Enhanced digital scale, includes power supply and accessories in original
box, not tested at time of cataloguing
Selection of reloading equipment including a Barry's brass tumbler, a single position RCBS
press, RCBS powder dump, Case Master gauging tool, Case trimmer etc. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
New in box Lyman Turbo Tumbler Item no. 7631327, Lyman 1.7 lb box of Ceramic Tumbler
media. Lyman power case trimmer, a selection of unused Lyman loading accessories etc.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Selection of 1 lbs. smokeless gun powder containers, two appear full IMR 406 and Hodgdon
H4831SC and five approximately half full including three Ralliants Reloader 22, Reloader 19
and Green Dot, Winchester 452AA and one Hodgdon container relabeled IMR 4350. Note:
Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Two tins of Dupont Hi-Skor 700-X smokeless powder including full 5 lbs and a near full 4 lbs,
plus a small container labeled 700 X ( use with caution). Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
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Assorted 1 lbs. containers of smokeless powder including five with more than half remaining
comprising IMR 4064, 7828, 4895 and 3031 plus Winchester 571 and seven containers with
less than half including IMR 3031, 4064, 4895, 4320,4350, one relabeled IMR 4320 and a
Winchester 748. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Thirty 100 count boxes of unknown brand shotgun primers. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Thirty 100 count boxes of unknown brand shotgun primers. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Thirty 100 count boxes of unknown brand shotgun primers. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Thirty 100 count boxes of unknown brand shotgun primers. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Four full 1000 count boxes of CCI primers no. 250 large rifle. Note: Not available for
shipping. Local pickup only
4000 CCI no. 200 large rifle primers. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
1800 Federal no. 100 small pistol primers and 300 CCI no. 350 large pistol primers. Note: Not
available for shipping. Local pickup only
1000 count box of Federal No. 209 shotshell primers plus an addition 100 count of the same,
six 100 count boxes of Federal 209A plus three assorted 100 count Winchester shotshell
primer trays and a bag containing 4.4 lbs of unidentified shotshell primers. Note: Not
available for shipping. Local pickup only
Caldwell Shooting Supplies Steady Rest NXT shooting rest and a foam lined aluminum cased
cleaning set, firearms screwdriver set, Lyman stainless steel caliper, Lyman Gunsmith punch
set etc.
Action Products Gun Care caddy/cleaning station and contents including brushes, patches,
screwdriver set etc.
MTM Case-Gard shooting rest, a selection of shooting bags and a MTM Case-Gard range
caddy. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Selection of range accessories including Caldwell "The Rock" shooting rest with base,
extension, platform and pad, missing a screw and feet. Leica LRF 800 Range Master ( not
working at time of cataloguing, check back for updates. A Shooting Chrony chronograph, not
tested etc.
Tipton Gun Vise in original box and selection of cleaning supplies including pull-through
snakes, cleaning patches etc.
Swarovski HABICT 4-12X50 A scope, 4A reticle, with original packaging, appears in excellent
condition but has been mounted. Serial M725115125
Swarovski HABICT 4-12X50 A scope, 4A reticle with original packaging, appears in excellent
condition but has been mounted. Serial M731615755
Swarovski HABICT 4-12X50 A scope, 4A reticle with original packaging, appears in excellent
condition but has been mounted. Serial M731415465
Swarovski booster no. 49240, includes belt, pouch and original packaging, appears to be in
as new condition
Used Bushnell Banner 4X-12X 40 scope
Vintage leather wrapped fitted shotgun case, personalized on the exterior for G.H.
Kirkpatrick. Paper label on inside of lid for Army & Navy Guns. Includes multi piece cleaning
rod, chrome 12 gauge snap caps and oil bottle, all marked "A & N C.S Ltd and assorted other
accessories
Outland Celeston 8X42 waterproof binoculars and a Moultrie game camera, not tested
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Collapsible two wheel game cart
Wooden stock for Parker-Hale rifle, a 12 ga. 3" Remington 870 barrel 30" in length, in used
condition plus a Lee 2001 Challenger single place loading press with original box
Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six, 22 Win. Mag six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 241mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded
plastic checkered grips. Includes original plastic case, padlock and owner's manual. Note .22
LR cylinder not found at time of cataloguing, check back for updates. Appears to have had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 26513269,
certificate # 13189788, FRT # 22429-17 PAL required
Restricted handgun Hi-Standard model Supermatic Citation 102, 22LR ten Shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 220mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and target
adjustable rear sights. Custom made target grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes
one detachable magazine, adjustable barrel weights, removable compensator plus parts list
with instruction sheet. Mechanically appear excellent. Use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 825198, certificate # 13664720, FRT # 20023-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 41, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 177mm
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes two
detachable magazines. Mechanically appears excellent and appear to have been only lightly
use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # UDL4582, certificate # 17360228, FRT #
21878-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 617-6, 22LR ten shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded textured rubber
grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears excellent including single and double action
trigger indexing and lock-up etc. Visible cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # DCE2365, certificate # 13731552, FRT # 119595-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 114mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden wrap
around grips. Gold toned trigger. Includes one Browning branded detachable magazine.
Original molded plastic case and documentation. Mechanically appears excellent. Fined
blued finish in near excellent condition with the exception of three small pit marks on barrel
left side below name. Other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 17534U2,
certificate # 12750411, FRT # 16709-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 10-7, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears
excellent. Note not cleaned after last outing. Bluing worn in holster and handling areas with
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 8D38070, certificate # 12750410, FRT #
22045-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six, .22LR / 22 Win Mag. six shot single
action revolver, w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Branded black checkered plastic grips. Includes .22 LR and separate .22 Win mag. cylinders,
fitted plastic case, padlock and documentation. Appears to have had very little use,
mechanically appears excellent. Slight cylinder ring with other minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 26493346, certificate # 13172123, FRT # 22429-13 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model MK 2 Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
121mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable
magazine and owner's manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Slight bluing wear in use and
handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 173518, certificate #
6951298, FRT # 22439-10 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, .44 mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden
grips. Stainless steel hammer. Note: this is a three screw flattop model with four digit serial
number. Mechanically appears excellent including hammer, trigger, indexing, lock up etc.
Minor finish wear in holster and handling areas and other minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 5268, certificate # 19954701, FRT # 22462-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Regent model 1911-A1, 45 Auto eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two
detachable magazines, one with extension, cleaning rod and foam lined hard case. Appears
to have had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 09Y01458,
FRT # 141363-1 PAL required
Grundig Satellite 800 Millenium radio with AM/FM/VHF Aircraft/Continuous Shortwave etc.,
no power pack supply including was tested and working at time of cataloguing with batteries
Selection of stock and forends with no confirmed fitment
Outdoor Edge Game Processor boxed 12 pce. portable butchering knife set, appears new in
box
Over 100 used .357 H&H cases, full or nearly full 50 count Sierra .357 cal 300 grain Spitzer
Boat Tail bullets, full or nearly full 100 count box of .357 cal Hornady Flat Point, two partial
boxes of bullets and a two pieces RCBS .357 H&H dies P/N 16901
Selection of loading dies and components including Redding two dies set 9.3mm X 74R P/N
80346, RCBS three die set 4.5X70 P/N 20904, RCBS two die 9.5X57 P/N 31401(?), Lee 45/70
Crimp die, full box of Nosler 45/70 300 grain bullets, three partial boxes of .45 cal bullets,
small selection of used brass in 45/70 9.3X74R etc.
Approximately 300 count or more 300 Win Mag cases, three partial boxes of .30 caliber
bullets and two piece Redding 300 Winchester Mag die set P/N 80153
Selection of primers including a full 1000 count box of CCI no. 200 large rifle, full 1000 count
CCI no. 250 large rifle magnum, 700 CCI no. 200 large rifle, 990 count of Fiocchi no. 616
shotgun, 500 Federal no. 210 large rifle and four miscellaneous CCI 100 count packages
German WWII Alpina A. Lunser Berlin military pocket watch with chronograph, Serial no.
404115
Custom made double latch foam lined aluminum case, outside dimensions 30" X 14" X 4.5".
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Custom made double latch foam lined aluminum case, outside dimensions 34" X 14" X 4.5".
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Custom made double latch foam lined aluminum case, outside dimensions 32" X 12" X 4
.25". Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Two leather rifle cases including one tooled and one with hide covering. Note: Not available
for shipping. Local pickup only
Two rifle cases including FAW 08. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Six assorted soft rifle cases. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Ten assorted soft rifle cases. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Ten assorted soft rifle cases. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Antique canvas wrapped fitted shotgun case with some accessories including cleaning rod,
field kit, belt etc. Will fit approximately 28" barrel
30-06 barrel blank and a used Husqvarna 7X57 barrel with sights
Rottweill Skeet Olympic'72 barrel set 27", 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber, threaded for chokes with
single bead front sight
Seven full 40 count boxes of 7.62X 25 ammunition
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Eight full 40 count boxes of 7.62X 25 ammunition
Seven full 40 count boxes of 7.62X 25 ammunition plus nine loose rounds
Two full 555 count boxes of Winchester .22 LR 36 grain and two full 333 count of Winchester
.22 LR 36 grain
Selection of ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X .303
British 180 grain Power Point, 5 live rounds and 15 spend brass of Federal Power Shok .303
British 150 grain Soft Point, full 20 count box of Winchester Super X 30-30 150 grain Power
Point Soft Point, eleven rounds of Remington Cor-lokt 30-30 Win 150 grain Soft Point, two
full 20 count boxes, appear original of Weatherby .257 Weatherby Magnum 115 grain Nosler
Ballistic Tip
Selection of 30-06 ammunition including 12 rounds of Barnes Vor-tx 168 grain Tip TSX-BT, 12
rounds of Barnes Vor-Tx 150 grain Tipped TSX-BT, three full 20 count boxes of reloads in
Winchester Super X boxes, full 20 count of Winchester Super X in Cabala's Anniversary box
150 grain Power Point, 5 rounds of Winchester Power Max Bonded 150 grain, full 20 count
box of Winchester Super X 180 grain Power Point
Eleven 20 count boxes of Hornady SST Low Drag Sabot, 50 cal. 250 grain, muzzle loading
projectiles and 10 oz. tub of Blackhorn 209 Black Powder. Note: Not available for shipping.
Local pickup only
Forty rounds of 5.56 Nato tracer
Savage model 10 in .204 Ruger caliber barrel with camo. finish, 22" in length
Hyskore shooting rest. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Bushnell 4-12X40 scope with rings plus two boxed set of rings and non-matching Vortex
RCBS RS 2 single die loading press, 400 shot shell primers, 8 assorted rounds of 12 ga.
ammunition, 5 screw in chokes including three marked Remington etc.
Tokarev flap holster, skinning knife in handmade case, John Benzen Tools multi knife, Team
Primos folding knife with broken tip, hand held flare, a camouflage coated barrel for Savage
Model 10 in 204 Ruger cal. etc.
Non-Restricted rifles Savage & J. Stevens model 1904 and Little Scout, 22 S, L, LR Single Shot
bolt action & falling block, w/ bbl length 18 + 18" [Two project guns as found plus a stock
and forend] serial # NIL & NIL,
Four assorted hard plastic rifle cases
Four assorted hard plastic rifle cases
Four assorted hard plastic rifle cases
Four rifle sized hard cases
Four assorted hard plastic rifle cases
Four assorted hard plastic rifle cases
Three soft rifle cases
Twelve soft rifle cases
Nine matching soft rifle cases
Waskesu branded golf club travel bag and three leather rifle scabbards
Large selection of wooden rifle stocks, assorted and of unknown fitment
Five rifle stocks of unknow fitment
Four assorted rifle stock of unknown fitment and a Bushnell Century II spotting scope
Duffle bag with a large selection of rifle stocks of unknown fitment
Vortex Viper 4-12X40 Dead- Hold BDC reticle scope model no. VPR-M-04BDC, S/N:
A19H70335, Made in the Philippines, purportedly never installed, new in box
Zeiss Conquest 3-9X40 MC black scope, Z-Plex #20 reticle, S/N: 3746823, with box
Cabalas aluminum foam lined locking rifle case
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Petmate large sized pet kennel and a Bushnell 15X45X60 Spacemaster II spotting scope with
tripod and soft case
Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnsons model Safety Hammer Mdl. 2, .32 six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips.
Mechanically including cylinder indexing, lock up, hinge, extractor, single and double action
triggers function reasonably well, albeit a little loose. Top of barrel marked "Iver Johnson's
Arms & Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass. USA". Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus
some bluing appears scratched off, primarily on cylinder. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 6370, certificate # 7159547, FRT # 25781-16 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Dan Wesson model Mod. 22, .22 LR six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 101mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered
wooden grips. Includes replacement front sight inserts, barrel removal tool and original
foam lined cardboard wrapped box. Mechanically appears excellent. Slight cylinder ring and
other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2304, certificate # 5123423, FRT #
18413-2 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun/rifle J. Fanzoj model Custom over/under, multiple caliber two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length multi [Custom handcrafted (left hand stock, see photo) Austrian
double rifle and over/under shotgun by 8th generation gunmakers Johann Fanzoj. Featuring
expertly engraved receiver depicting large African game animals including Elephants, water
buffalo and cats and engraved eagles head stock button. Personalized rose motif top lever
with original owners initials in gold. Circassian burl walnut stock and two piece forends.
Buffalo horn trigger and gold gilt triggers. Package including four custom fitted double
barrel, each barrel fitted with upper forend and share common checkered lower forend.
Barrels include: 24 1/4" .375 H&H magnum with fixed front sight, three position flip up rear
sight, custom rings fitted with Swarovski Habicht 1.5-6X42 scope. 25 1/4" .300 Win mag with
fixed front and rear sights, custom rings fitted with Swarovksi Habicht 2.2-9X42 scope. 24
1/4" .470 Nitro Express with fixed front and three position flip up rear sights and ribbed 28"
12 gauge 3" with single bead front sight. During cataloguing we have fitted each barrel set
to the receiver including forend lower and each configuration fits and cycles beautifully.
Although beautifully cared for stock shows signs of field use plus other minor use, handling
and storage marks. ] serial # 21.1980/81/82/83, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Benelli model Super Sport, 20Ga semi automatic, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued ribbed barrel with two bead sight and ported muzzle. White metal receiver and
synthetic carbon fiber style stock and forend. Includes fitted plastic hard case, five chokes,
choke tool, bottle of lube and stock spacer plus original owner's manual. Appears to have
had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # X030983, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Benelli model Super Sport, 12Ga, 2 3/4" & 3" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued ribbed barrel with two bead sight and ported muzzle. White metal
receiver and synthetic carbon fiber style stock and forend. Includes fitted plastic hard case,
five chokes, choke tool and stock spacer plus original owner's manual. Appears to have had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # F277556, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Suhl model Special, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued unknown fixed choke barrels with single bead front sight. White metal receiver
with deep engraving including pointer and game birds on left and fox with game birds on the
right. Deluxe straight stock with checkered butt, grip and forend. Matching serial numbers
on receiver, barrels and forend. Mechanically appears excellent including hinge operation,
lock up, triggers etc. Includes leather case labeled on inside of lid "Herrod's Ltd, Gun and
Rifle Department" Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 780657, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Dawson model Custom Made Boxlock, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued fixed choke barrels with single bead front sight. (left
hand stock, see photos) Cased hardened receiver. Straight walnut stock with checkered butt,
grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Receiver engraved
on all sides. Engraved top strap and trigger guard. Other markings include "Charles Dawson
10/11 St. Mary's Row, B' Ham 4" on top of barrels. Markings under barrel include serial
numbers on both sides. Crown over BNP, 3 1/4 Tons per square inch, 2 3/4", 12 in a
diamond, 1.729 etc. Includes newspaper clipped advertising which purports "one full and
one improved cylinder choke". Includes fitted canvas wrapped hard case, field cleaning kit
etc. Mechanically, including hinge, lock up, safety, triggers etc. appear excellent. Most bluing
intact with minor wear in use and handling areas and overall appears to be in well
maintained condition. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 65975,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Boswell model SXS Ejector, 12Ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus unknown fixed choke barrel turning brown. Single
bead front sight. Case hardened receiver. Exotic straight hardwood stock with checkered
grip and forend. Markings include "Charles Boswell. Maker 126 Strand, London W.C." on top
of barrels. Matching serial numbers on receiver and forend, see photos for assorted other
markings. Includes newer leather wrapped fitted hard case, cleaning rod, ammo. loading
accessories, brass snap caps etc. Mechanically operation including hinge, lock up, ejector
and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Stock has crack on left side at rear of trigger
guard and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13338, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun AYA model SXS, 12Ga, 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued fixed choke barrels including left improved modified and right improved cylinder
with single bead front sight. Engraved white metal receiver. Semi deluxe(left hand stock, see
photos) straight stock with checkered butt, grip and forend. Matching numbers on receiver,
barrel and forend. "Aguirre Y Aranzabal" engraved on bottom of receiver. Mechanical
operation including hinge, lock up, ejectors, triggers etc. appear to function extremely well.
Includes newer leather wrapped custom hard case. Minor use, handing and storage marks.]
serial # 492538, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Purdey & Sons model Single Barrel, 16Ga Single Shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Blued barrel with single bead front sight. Engraved white metal case
hardened receiver. Deluxe straight stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Checkered grip and
forend. Personalized stock button with initials WJR, purportedly made for Winnie Joan
Rutherford. Purdey & Son's engraved on both sides of receiver and barrel top. Matching
serial numbers on trigger guard, barrel and forend. See photos for additional markings.
Includes unmarked vintage leather wrapped fitted case and cleaning rod. Operation
including hinge lock, trigger etc. appear to be in excellent working condition. See photos for
crack in left front top of forend and other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
15692, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun I. Hollis & Sons model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28 3/4" [Blued unknown fixed choke barrels turning brown. Single bead front sight.
Engraved receiver and trigger guard. Hardwood stock with checkered butt, semi pistol grip
and forend. Markings includes matching serial numbers on receiver, trigger guard, barrel
and forend. See photos for other markings. Mechanical operation including hinge lock up,
safety and triggers function well. Stock crack at pistol grip and has professional mechanical
reinforcing repair on both sides. Includes fitted wooden storage box with remnants of old
paper label. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 76829, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun/rifle Krieghoff model BDB-ULM-Primus, Multi caliber two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length multi barrel lengths [Beautifully engraved receiver with wildlife scenes
and scroll work. Scroll work engravings on all surfaces including trigger guard, tangs etc.
Initials engraved in stock button plus gold toned triggers. Fitted to walnut stock with left
cheek riser and removable checkered butt plate fitted out for cleaning rod storage. Includes
five double barrels including: 25" 9.3X74 R with fixed front and four position flip up rear
sights and custom mounts with Zeiss Diavari-Z 1.5-6X42 scope and includes it's own
checkered walnut forend. A 25" 30-06 with fixed front and four position flip up rear sights,
custom mounts fitted with Zeiss Diavari 1.5-6X42 scope and also includes it's own checkered
walnut forend. Three ribbed, double bead sights 12 ga. barrels with fixed chokes including
28" with bottom barrel marked no.1 and top barrel marked no. 2, plus a 30" with bottom
barrel marked U2 and top marked 03 and a 32" with bottom marked U3 and top barrel
marked 04, note all three shotgun barrels share one checkered walnut forend. During
cataloguing we have assembled each barrel and forend to the receiver and each
configuration fits and functions beautifully. This lot also includes a factory fitted hard case
designed to hold receiver, one barrel configuration and accessories. This gun and all it's
pieces are in beautifully cared for condition and any marks to wood and metal are minor.]
serial # 84710, PAL required
Kreighoff 22 Win Mag barrel insert for 12 ga. Kreighoff, includes protective cover and
adjustment tools. Serial no. 175097, overall length 17 1/4"
Kreighoff marked 2211B, presumably .22 LR barrel insert for 12 ga. Kreighoff, includes
protective cover and adjustment tools. Serial no. 171115, overall length 8 1/2""
Non-Restricted shotgun Luigi Franchi model Ducks Unlimited, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels with two bead sights. Engraved white metal receiver.
Semi deluxe hardwood stock with Old English recoil pad (left hand stock, see photo).
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Receiver engraving includes game birds on receiver
sides, Ducks Unlimited Luigi Franchi on underside of receiver and sponsor on bottom of
trigger guard. Matching serial numbers on receiver and barrels. Threaded for removable
chokes and includes two unknown chokes. Mechanical operation including hinge, lock up,
ejectors, trigger etc. appear to function well. Includes Ducks Unlimited branded fitted canvas
gun case with leather accents. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # DU920026, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil model 74 AAT, 12Ga, 2 3/4" Double And Single hinge
break, w/ bbl length 32" & 34" [Blued ribbed fixed choke barrels. Each with two bead sights.
Beautifully engraved white metal receiver. Deluxe hardwood stock with recoil pad (left hand
stock, see photo). Checkered semi pistol gripe and forend. Matching serial numbers on
receiver, each barrel and forend. Double barrel is one star ( full choke) top barrel and two
star (Improved modified) bottom barrel and also marked "Rottweil-72 AAT DOUBLE 32" on
left side "DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICAN INC. NORTHVALE NJ, MADE IN ITALY" on right
side, see photos for markings. Single barrel marked with single star (full choke) with
matching markings to 32" barrel with exception of being 38". Each barrel fitted during
cataloguing and mechanical operation including hinge, lock up and ejectors all functioning
well. Firearm designed with removable trigger groups and came with lots 312 A through D.
Only the trigger that is installed in the gun has been tested. Includes leather wrapped fitted
gun case. Overall appears to be in excellent condition with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 70617, PAL required
Trigger group appears to fit lot 312 Rottweil shotgun, not tested
Trigger group appears to fit lot 312 Rottweil shotgun, not tested
Trigger group appears to fit lot 312 Rottweil shotgun, not tested
Trigger group appears to fit lot 312 Rottweil shotgun, not tested
Non-Restricted shotgun W.R. Pape model SXS, 20Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrels with unknown fixed chokes. Single bead front sight. Engraved white metal
receiver. Straight hardwood stock with checkered grip and forend (left hand stock, see
photo). Matching serial numbers found on trigger guard, barrels and forend. Other markings
include "W.R. Pape" on both sides of receiver, "W.R. Pape, Newcastle Upon Tyne ( Brad's
mum's home town) on top of barrels. See photos for other marks. Mechanical operation
including hinge, lock up, extractors, safety etc. all appear to work reasonably well. Age
appropriate wear on metal and wood with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13240,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Krieghoff model K 80, 12Ga, 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 32" [Blued ribbed fixed full top and improved modified bottom barrels. Double bead
sights. White metal receiver. Deluxe hardwood stock with recoil pad, checkered pistol grip
and forend (left hand stock, see photo). Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and
forend. Gamebird engraved receiver and scroll work on trigger guard and top strap.
Mechanically including hinge lock up, triggers, safety appear excellent and overall appears in
excellent and well care for condition with only use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
12756, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sauer model 202, .243 Winchester bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Kahles Model
Helia CB 2.5-10 X 50 scope, serial no. 520748. Left hand action, semi deluxe stock with recoil
pad, adjustable cheek riser, checkered pistol and foregrip. Includes one detachable
magazine and sling rings. Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had only light use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # N36940, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (1894-1994), 30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued half round, half octagonal barrel. Engraved receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Includes original box and contents, sleeve and shipping box. Note this factory
fresh, mint condition firearm was never opened or removed by it's owner, and was opened
by us only to confirm that no potential storage damage had occurred.] serial # CN08092, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American, .223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Black
parkerized style finish. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Black polymer stock with
recoil pad. Includes one detachable magazine and Caldwell folding and extending bipod.
Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had only light use with minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 69224023, PAL required
Vortex Viper 6.5-20X50 scope, Diamondback Dead-Hold BDC reticle S/N G814482, Made in
Philippines appear in excellent condition, was mounted on lot 317
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .270 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with No. 4-10X40 scope S/N: N020745. Hardwood
stock with White Line recoil pad, fixed riser, sling ring and leather sling. Barrel is threaded
for front and rear iron sights and holes are currently filled with plugs. Faint marks from
where sights were once mounted. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Used
condition with bluing worn in use and handling areas. Nicks, marks and gouges in wood and
a deep scratch on left side of grip. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 896783,
Non-Restricted shotgun Miller-Morse Co. model SXS, 12 ga. two shots hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued barrels, single bead front sight. Appears to be case hardened receiver.
Hardwood stock. Plastic butt plate marked Ithaca Gun Co. Checkered semi pistol grip.
Matching numbers on receiver and barrel and other markings include "Guaranteed for Nitro
Powder" and "Fluid Steel" on top of barrels, "Miller-Morse Special" on left side of receiver.
Forend missing, most bluing worn, especially in use and handling areas. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. Buy as parts or project gun.] serial # 8875, PAL required
Conquest Industries Cuttermaster model HDT-30 tool grinder end mill sharpeners, includes
extra stones, extra grinder wheels and operators manual, working at time of cataloguing and
appears in near new condition
Three tool grinder attachments including model no. CM-03C radius attachment in wooden
box, PYH grinder wheel dresser in wooden box and a two directional fixture
Ten tool auto changer for Tormach Personal CNC with mounting bracket, not tested at time
of cataloguing
New CNC Stepper motor by American Motion Technology, part no. HS4220A
New CNC Stepper motor by American Motion Technology, part no. HS4220A
Large boring head, appears in as new condition
Tool Grinding Expert model X313 end mill machine with operating manual, working at time
of cataloguing
Acculab ALC Model electronic scale with dust cover and manual, working at time of
cataloguing
Four NB Systems TWD-24UU 1 1/2" ball bushing open block liners, appear unused and eight
new in box Thompson Industries linear bearings no. MA PB M08
Box of shop books including lathe tutorials, welding, casting etc.
Box of books including Shop Theory, five volumes of "Projects", Modern Metal Working,
Modern Welding etc.
Three boxes of hard and soft cover shop books including lathe tutorial, shop methods,
casting, fixture design etc. all in well cared for condition
Lisle Quality Tools model 9100 drill grinder with downloaded printed manual, appears to be
mostly complete but missing the one piece that holds the drill bit, working at time of
cataloguing
Fowler bore gauge setting master kit 0-4" including 36 piece gauge blocks in foam lined hard
case with original documentation and appears to be in as new condition
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Large selection of reamers, gauges, Tig welding tungsten, 6" Mitotoyo Vernier calipers and
an Ames cylinder gauge
3D dial test indicator no. 80360 with original foam and cardboard packaging plus Mitutoyo
Vernier metric caliper 0-20cm
Snap-On tool chest no. KRA53D, was new in box when arrived
Revue aviaton clock S/N 527665, working at time of cataloguing and purported to be new by
consignor
Wakmann eight day aviation clock in illuminated mount, working at time of cataloguing
Revue No. A1010 aviation clock, working at time of cataloguing and Pratt & Whitney aircraft
engine emblem and pin
Three aviation eight day clocks, two not working but the Wakmann is working at time of
cataloguing
Selection of electronics including Radio Shack Pro-60 triple conversion Hyper-scan UHF/VHF
scanner with power supply and manual, Yupiteru Model NVT-7100 Wide band receiver with
original manual and power cord, Sony AN-1 LW/MW/SW wide range antenna in original box
with documentation, The Evesdropper/ C shortwave broadcast receiver antenna with
package, Realistic Pro-22 twenty channel VHF/UHF scanner, note none tested at time of
cataloguing
JRC model NRD-525 General Coverage Receiver. Includes owner's manual,power cord and a
JRC NVA-88 speaker, not tested at time of cataloguing
Three full 20 count boxes of vintage CIL 300 Savage 180 grain SP
Full 500 count box of vintage CIL Super-Clean .22 LR ammo.
Two full 50 count boxes of CIL Super-Clean .22 automatic ammo. for Winchester model 1903
automatic rifle plus an addition 50 rounds in mismatched box
Three full 50 count boxes of vintage CIL Super-Clean including one box of .22 Long, two
boxes of .22 WRF plus an empty .22 Long box
Five full 50 count boxes of vintage CIL Super-Clean .22 LR
Full factory sealed 50 count box of vintage Remington UMC .22 Short rimfire ammunition
One full 50 count vintage Remington Arms .22 LR ammunition
Three full 50 count boxes of vintage CIL .22 LR
Three full 50 count boxes of vintage CIL .22 LR
Restricted handgun S&W model M 1917, .455 cal six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 165mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded wooden checkered grips. Lanyard
ring. Includes leather flap holster. Mechanically appears excellent including single and
double action trigger, indexing, lock up etc. Some storage damage including pitting on
underside of barrel and at rear sight plus other expected use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 36267, certificate # 12255415, PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model Parker-Hale 22 Conversion, 22LR six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Markings include "Smith &
Wesson .22 LR" on other proof marks on left side of barrel. "Parker-Hale. 22 Conversion" on
right side of barrel and matching serial number on bottom of barrel, "35022"on yoke and
frame etc. Includes leather holster made by Plainsman no. 9402. Mechanically appears
excellent including double and single action trigger, indexing, lock up etc. Small chip in right
side top grip and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 701367, certificate #
15802945, FRT # 26310-1 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, .30 Carbine six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 191mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Pachmayr
checkered soft touch grips. Includes Brauer Bros. H30 BL 7 1/2 leather holster. Mechanically
appears excellent, finish worn in holster and handling areas and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 6670, certificate # 12048051, FRT # 22462-19
Restricted handgun Remington model RP9, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 114mm [Blued style slide. Three dot fixed sights. Polymer receiver. Fitted with rail
section for laser or flashlight. Includes two detachable magazines, holster, manual and nonbranded foam lined hard case. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # RP023613H, certificate # 18889744, FRT # 172122-1
PAL required
Restricted handgun Astra model Regent, 22LR eight shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued finish with fixed sights and branded plastic checkered grips. Includes
original cardboard box with matching serial number, warrantee card and cleaning rod.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Mismatched bluing colour on
cylinder is typical of the model. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2213,
certificate # 19878716, FRT # 16164-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Tokerav model TT33, 7.62 eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
115mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Plastic grips bearing the Hungarian
Communist emblem. Lanyard ring on grip and included detachable magazine. Matching
serial numbers on frame, slide, barrel and magazine. Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CK 0922, FRT # 55240-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 686-3, .357 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 151mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hogue soft touch
grips with finger grooves. Appears to have had a trigger job and addition of extended
cylinder release. Mechanically appears excellent albeit in need of a cleaning. Slight cylinder
ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BHF0498, FRT # 21960-5 PAL
required
Restricted handgun S&W model 617, .22 LR six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
151mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered polymer grips with
finger grooves. Mechanically appears excellent and appears to have had only light use. Slight
cylinder ring and other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BHE5600, FRT #
21847-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 2206, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 115mm
[Satin stainless finish with black fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded plastic
checkered grips. Includes one S&W marked detachable magazine. Shows little signs of use
but does have storage and handling wear on the satin finish.] serial # TEZ1930, FRT # 218831 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 19-5, .357 magnum six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 150mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with Hogue Mono grip soft touch grips with finger grooves and includes original S&W
branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears excellent and appears to have had
very light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # ACD5282, certificate
# 7722659, FRT # 21948-5 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Glock model 17 Gen 4, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
114mm [Black parkerized style slide, polymer receiver. Fixed sights. Texturized grip with two
add on back straps, still in original packaging. Also including three detachable magazines.
Loading aid. Branded foam line hard case and original manual. Appears to have had very
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # PPM120, certificate #
16560890, FRT # 130833-1 PAL required
Two full 50 count boxes of vintage Gamble's .22 short ammunition and one full 50 count box
of .22 LR labeled "This is the property of D.N.D ( Dept. of National Defense)
Advantage Arms Inc. .22 caliber conversion kit for model 17/22 Gen. 4, fits Glock G 17 Gen.
4, G 22 Gen. 4, complete with foam lined hard case, cleaning rod and accessories, one
magazine with loading aid, appears to have had very little use, came in with lot 351M
Four full 50 count boxes of vintage CIL Whiz-BANG .22 LR ammunition and four boxes of .22
Short in 500 count Whiz-Bang package
Selection of .22 rim fire ammunition including 450 rounds of CBee 22 short, two 50 count
boxes of CIL .22 LR and two full vintage 50 count boxes of CIL .22 WRF
Four full 5 count boxes of vintage CIL 20 gauge slugs including three boxes of 2 3/4" and one
box of 2 1/2"
Two full 5 count boxes of vintage CIL 28 gauge 2 3/4" rifled slugs plus a third box with 2
rounds
Selection of vintage .410 shot shell ammunition including two full 25 count CIL, two vintage
boxes Imperial and Canuck with over 30 mismatched assorted rounds and Remington UMC
with 20 assorted rounds
Selection of ammunition including 9 rounds of assorted vintage .44, 10 rounds of CCI .44
short shells, 20 count box vintage CIL .303 British with 16 rounds inside, a bag of 8
unidentified rifle rounds and two partial boxes of Mannlicher and 30 carbine
Nine boxes of 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including five full 25 boxes of Remington 2 3/4"
no. 6 shot, two 25 count boxes of American Eagle 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2 shot, one box of Canuck 2
3/4" no. 9 shot and one Imperial 2 3/4" BB
Vintage 1932 copy of The World's Best Service for Marksmen No. 10 in conjunction with
Parker Hale Specialties and Bisley Works
Three vintage Winchester calendars including 1970, 1971 and 1973
Small metal tackle box and contents including large selection of .22 rim fire blanks and a bag
with assorted snap caps
Canadian Body Armour Ltd. plate carrier with adjustable Velcro straps and two vintage
police billy clubs including one leather wrapped and one Wm. Scully Ltd.
Vintage Parker-Hale metal shooting rest, a selection of Parker-Hale model 2 interchangeable
front sight discs for small bore target rifle and a platic Rubber maid divided container with
assorted parts including target sights, choke tool, sling rings etc.
Pair of antique Mexican riding spurs with silvered detailing
Two Norseman Huntsman 8lb. sleeping bags, 42" X 87" recently dry cleaned, receipt
included
Two Norseman Huntsman 8lb. sleeping bags, 42" X 87" recently dry cleaned, receipt
included
Norma 100 Years Ammunition Display, note no primers in casings
Eight 40 count boxes of 7.62 X 25
Eight 40 count boxes of 7.62X25
Eight 40 count boxes of 7.62X25 plus one 40 loose rounds in military style ammo. box
Eleven 20 count boxes of 7.62X 39 in stripper clips
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Fourteen 20 count packages plus 13 loose round of 7.62X54 R in a military ammo. box
Wood crate containing sixty six boxes of 20 count 7.62X39 FMJ
Three 50 count boxes of Blazer Brass Ammunition 9mm 124 grain FMJ plus a 10 count box of
Hornady Zombie Max 12 ga. 2 3/4" 00 Z shot and 34 loose 12 ga. 2 3/4" rounds
Nineteen 50 count boxes of Norinco .45 ACP 230 grain FMJ in wooden crate
Three spin casting fishing rods including a Shimano FXS-80 MHB2 with Mitchell Outrigger
reel, a Ugly Stik Lite by Shakespeare with Mitchell 300 X reel and a Rhino Indestructible Glow
tip, no reel
Seven 20 count boxes of Winchester 308 Win 150 grain Power point ammunition
Selection of thought to be .308 military ammunition including three paper pouches
containing approximately 135 rounds in each, 400 rounds approximately in total
Four 50 count Stryrofoam ammo holders with .223 reloads, a 20 count box and a 15 count
box of Barnaul 223 Rem 62 grain FMJ boat tail
Selection .22 cal ammunition including 500 count box of Remington .22 Long yellow jacket
HP, a 400 count box of American Eagle .22 Long 38 grain HP, a 100 count box of CCI Minimag
22 LR 38 grain HP, a 50 count box of Browning BPR Performance Rimfire .22 Long 37 grain
fragmenting bullet, an 84 count box of Remington .22 Viper 36 grain Truncated cone, a 43
count box of Federal .22 Long 25 grain birdshot, a 35 count box of CCI Stinger 22 Long 32
grain CPHP
Two 500 count boxes of Remington .22 Long Thunderbolt round nose, 100 count box of
Remington CBee 22 low noise hollow point and three 50 count boxes of Remington .22
game loads HVHP
Selection of 9mm ammo including ten 50 count boxes of Remington Military Law
Enforcement Division Training ammunition 9mm Luger 115 grain FMJ, 200 count box of
Federal 9mm Luger 115 grain FMJ round nose aluminum case, plus a 100 rounds of 9mm
reloads
Selection of mixed ammunition including two 50 count boxes of Tellier & Bellot .45 Auto 230
FMJ, one 50 count box of Winchester .45 Auto 230 grain FMJ, one 20 count box of Federal
Power Shok .30-06 Sprg 150 grain SP, two boxes, one with 5 rounds and one with 3 rounds
of Winchester 12 ga. buckshot, a 25 count box of Winchester .410 six shot, 9 rounds of .45
Auto and 4 rounds of .40 S&W plus a 47 count box of Tellier & Bellot .45 auto brass.
Viper PST -43127 scope 6-24X50, EBR-2C reticle S/N: 705577 with box and documentation
Three Chinese swords all with scabbards including double edge Jian, Chinese Generals sword
and a single edged straight sword
Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards including Chinese Generals sword, a single edged
straight blade and a Simitar, note Simitar missing one nut
Three Chinese swords with scabbards including Chinese General double edged and two Jian,
note one is stuck in scabbard
Three Chinese swords including two double edged Jian with scabbards and a Simitar with no
scabbard
Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards including two Katanas and a double edged Jian
Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards including a single edged, a Katana and a double
edged which is stuck in scabbard
Three Chinese swords with scabbards including double edge sword, stuck in scabbard and
two Katanas
Three Chinese swords with scabbards including on Jian, one Katana and a single edged
straight sword
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Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards including two Jians, note one scabbard is stuck and
a Katana
Three swords including one Chinese Jian with scabbard and two Katanas with scabbards
including shorter length currently stuck in scabbard
Three Chinese swords with scabbards including a Katana which is a bit sticky in sheath, a
Chinese General's sword with brass hilt and a Simitar
Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards including a Katana and two double edged Jians
Three Chinese swords, all with scabbards and all double edge Jians
Three swords including two Chinese Jian double edged swords, one with scabbard plus a
Simitar with scabbard
Protector gun safe with digital combination and key lock
Six reproduction tin signs including Remington, Arrow Shotgun Shells, Winchester Shotgun
Shells, Winchester ammo. board etc.
Eight assorted military themed framed prints from Ralph-Clark Stone Ltd. 1966
Selection of antler sheds
Selection of vintage ammunition including 20 count box containing 12 round of Dominion
.32-40 soft point, 20 count box containing 4 rounds of .22 Savage ( not necessarily original to
the box) and a bag of approximately 45 rounds of .455 ammo.
WWII Nazi Spanish cross in bronze, note missing an eagle. Note can not be shipped outside
of Canada
Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M-10, .303 Brit ten shots bolt action, w/ bbl length 30
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Full wood
military stock, metal butt plate. Three position rings. Markings include "Ross Rifle Co.
Canada M-10" and proof mark on top of receiver. "DA176" on left side of receiver. "267" on
rear of bolt. Roman numeral "III" and "328 over 1915, FV" on right side of stock. See photos
for other markings. Well used condition but mechanically appears reasonably smooth with
expected use, handling and storage marks.] serial # DA176, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 40, 22 S-L-LR ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel turned brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with Baikal branded butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes light weight
modern sling and detachable magazine. Surface rust on barrel. Action cycles but seems a
little loose. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield model 64B, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with
checkered plastic butt plate, checkered pistol and fore grip. Stock has been stripped of
finish. Fitted with sling rings and attached tie strap as sling. Includes one detachable
magazine. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well with use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # L129528, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model Trombone, .22 L pump action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Corncob forend. Stock fitment is loose. Missing
original screws for forend. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Finish
worn in expected use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks including small
crack to wood.] serial # 34177, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14, 32 Rem pump action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with non original plastic butt plate cut to shape and installed with carpentry
screws. Corncob forend. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Overall in
well used condition with cracks in stock and forend plus other use and handling marks.]
serial # C66210, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Italian Carcano model Sporterized, 6.5mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Sporterized
hardwood stock with missing butt plate, fitted with slip on recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol
grip. Front and rear sling rings. Presumed to be an Eaton's market rifle circa 1930 that would
have included re-barreling to chamber 6.5, installing sporterized stock and double set trigger
etc. In well used condition although action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Surface pitting and rust and other use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized wooden
stock with metal butt plate. Non matching serial numbers including 614840 on receiver,
92503 on barrel and 143653 on bolt. Other markings include "2 *" and upper case "ERA" on
top of receiver. See photos for other assorted proof marks. Well used condition. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 614840, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1899, 22 H.P. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with handcrafted butt plate.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. In well used condition including crack
to wood in forend and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 163969, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 3/4" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock.
Sporterizing and customizing poorly done including welding to receiver. Not recommended
for shooting.] serial # 564586, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Spandau (Turkish) model Gew 88, 7.92X57mm bolt action, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts, rear sling
ring missing. Markings including matching serial number on action and barrel shroud. Non
matching serial number on mag base, barrel bands etc. Turkish markings in assorted areas
including rear sight, bolt etc. Proof stamps on right side of stock. See photos for other
markings including some hidden when assembled. Fitted with removable lower mag well
cover. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1495A, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M1910, .303 Ross bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front and three position flip up rear sights.
Sporter style wooden stock with metal butt plates. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip.
Fitted with sling rings and includes tooled leather sling. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well. See photos for condition including modifications to stock, missing screw on
sight plate, assorted proof marks etc. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # NIL, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Styer/Budapest model M95 Carbine, 8X56mmR bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes non original sling.
Markings include matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel, forward band, bolt and stock.
See photos for other assorted proof markings. Action and trigger appear to function well
and in fact overall appears to have had very little use. Use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 1214C, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model 1905, .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length 27 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military
stock with metal butt plate. Four sling mounts and bayonet lug. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well. See photos for assorted markings including large selection of
inspector and related stamps on stock. Missing a rear screw on rear sight. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NIL,
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893, .32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight wooden stock, curved metal butt plate. Rear sight ramp has been replaced.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Wood and forend likely re-varnished.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal including one or two small cracks in
wood.] serial # 304884, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hembrug model 1917, bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military
stock with metal butt plate. Missing sling mounts, sling and barrel bands. Top of receiver
stamped "MB 1" see photos for assorted modifications including bolt lever. Well used
condition with cracks and marks on wood and metal including full break on stock behind
pistol grip.] serial # 9533HH, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 64, .22 LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued style barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and no rear sight. Fitted with Simmons
Blazer 3-9X40 scope. Black synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes
one detachable magazine. Appears to have had little use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 0923213, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Styer model M95, Non-Firing bolt action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock
with metal butt plate. Rifle was modified to use as a training aid including complete removal
of top of chamber and firing pin. Be aware this is not a legal dewatt, still considered a legal
firearms by law.] serial # 4251, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Appears Chinese model SKS, 7.62x39mm five shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 20" [Battle style finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Unmolested
military stock. Matching serial numbers on receiver, bolt, trigger guard and stock. Mag base
non matching serial number. Fitted with fold out bayonet and includes cleaning rod.
Appears to be a low use surplus with typical marks on gouges on wood and metal.] serial #
KE6165, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model B-78, 30-06 Single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued octagonal barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X scope. Semi deluxe high
gloss stock with textured recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked
"Browning Arms Company Morgan Utah & Montreal, Made in Japan" on left side of barrel
and "Browning -78 Caliber .30-06 Only" on right side of barrel. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely has had little use with minor use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 45010RR147, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model Silver Reserve, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead front sight. White metal
receiver with decorative engraving and gold highlights. Wooden stock with checkered pistol
grip and forend. Includes five different screw in chokes and choke tool. Appears to have had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # TR12051492, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model Silver Reserve, 28Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead front sight. White metal receiver
with decorative engraving and gold highlights. Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and
forend. Includes five different screw in chokes and choke tool. Made in Turkey. Appears to
have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
TR28002165, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed fixed full top and fixed improved modified choked barrels.
Engraved blued receiver. Wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip
and forend. Matching serial number on forend and barrels. Japanese made. Finish worn in
use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
01609PZ153, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1904, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded metal butt plate. Action
and trigger function reasonably well. Some pitting and surface rust on wood and metal.
Appears to be original finish with expected wear and use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 84702, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1905, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel polished silver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with exotic metal butt plate. Action and trigger function. Bluing on metal appears to have
been mechanically removed or polished off and possible repairs to bolt and action. Stock
appears to have been refinished. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 30329, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Favorite, 22LR single shot falling block, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front sight and added on rear
target sight. Rear barrel mount sight removed. Smooth wooden stock and forend with
branded plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function. Rear sight needs some
attention. Old glue repair to front of stock, left side of rear sight. Other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # W579, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Yugoslavian Mauser model 1942, 8mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 23
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full
wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Sling rings. Matching numbers found on receiver and
mag base. Non-matching on bolt and included bayonet. Markings include date stamp 1924
on top of receiver. See photos for other markings. In well worn condition including pitting on
metal, bore etc.] serial # 105516, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Sporter, .32-20 bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth stock with
branded metal butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Front sight has been replaced
and subsequent gunsmithing has breeched the bore. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 113173,
PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110 Custom, 223 Ackley improved single shot bolt action,
w/ bbl length 27" [Parkerized style finish on heavy bull barrel. No fixed sights. Stainless steel
receiver, fitted with scope rail. Smooth laminant stock with Savage branded adjustable butt
plate. Fitted with rear target rest and front mount. Action and trigger are as smooth as
butter. Action to stock bedding appears extremely well done. Includes fitted Gun Guard
foam lined hard case and cleaning rod. Appears to have had very little use since customizing
if any. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G128840, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model 100, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" & 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with
Pachmayr recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Assorted old repairs to stock
including crack from the back of the receiver to the back of the tang on left side with small
chip on the left missing. Matching number on one barrel set and forend. Non matching
barrel set number 73657. Appears to fit reasonably well. Both barrel sets marked Full Choke
on left side and Mod. on right. See photos for other markings. Top of barrels marked Made
in Spain J.C. Higgins Model 100 "Sears Robuck Company" Overall in used condition, bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Other small cracks, gouges and marks in wood and metal.]
serial # 74344, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model Trombone, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with metal butt plate. Corncob forend. Old repair to front of stock at pistol grip.
Thumb size chunk missing from bottom rear on forend. Barrel marked Winchester Repeating
Co. New Haven Conn. Other markings including Browning appropriate proof marks on
receiver and bolt. Overall well used condition, action and trigger does function. Bluing worn
in use and handling areas. Some surface rusting and pitting. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 36801, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN Browning model Trombone, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate and corncob forend. Stock has had
significant old repairs including a JB Weld repair to stock ( not metal) around lower tang. No
markings on barrel, faint proof marks on receiver, mostly polished away. Action and trigger
function reasonably smooth although overall in well used condition with most bluing worn,
some surface pitting. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 6907,
PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Crossman model 760 (615 FPS), .177 cal pump action, w/ bbl length
19" [Blued barrel and black finish receiver. Front and rear sights removed. Fitted Barska
Plinker-22 4X32 scope. Plastic simulated wood stock. Branded butt plate. Safety button
missing. Action and trigger function. Surface rust on metal parts. Overall in well used
condition.] serial # C12946, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 87M, 22 S-L-LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Buy as restoration project or parts.
Large crack on left side of stock along with other smaller cracks. Original charging handle
replaces. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger does appear to function.
Some sort of wiring repair to trigger group and front of trigger guard broken and held in
place with metal tab.] serial # NIL, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Yamamoto model Pointer, 12 ga. 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued ribbed fixed modified choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered forend. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Includes sleeve. Bluing worn in use and handling areas
plus other use, handing and storage marks.] serial # Y48151, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester-hotchkiss model 1883, 45-70 Gov't bolt action/ repeater, w/
bbl length 29" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood musket style military stock. Metal butt plate. Sling rings. This is the earliest
all wood version and has common breakage through action. Crudely repairs using tape and
metal cigarette tin. Extent of damage unknown but the magazine follower is visible and
moving. Magazine cut off lever is missing. Markings include US over a crown on top of
barrel. Matching serial number on butt plate. Action and trigger do function. Certainly a
conversation piece as is and possibly restoration worthy.] serial # 1216, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 32 Win SPL. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight smooth
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Some wear in use and handling areas but mostly suffering from poor storage with some
surface rust on receiver and moisture damage to stock finish.] serial # 3736415, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun/rifle Savage model 24S-E, 22LR/410 2 1/2" & 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Manual barrel selector. Mechanically
appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # P070190, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1906, 22LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2"
[Appears to be a marriage including Winchester trigger guard and likely internals, serial
number 266649 with Deutsche Werke barrel and receiver, serial 196713B. Fixed front and
rear sights. Also fitted with Weaver scope mounted to right side of receiver. Straight
wooden stock and forend with curved metal butt plate. Although not tested with live ammo.
action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.] serial # 196713B, PAL required
1871 Mauser sword bayonet with scabbard
Enfield 1907 bayonet with scabbard
Japanese Type 30 Bayonet with Scabbard
German Solingen make bayonet. Handle has been broken and repaired.
Two bayonets including FNFAL L1 series bayonet and a British Lee Metford Pattern 1888
Bayonet
Two Swedish Bayonets 1894 - 1965 both with scabbard
Two bayonets including AK47 style bayonet with scabbard and a Lee Enfield Spike bayonet
with scabbard
Brass and copper powder flask made in Italy and two modern horn flask
Two machetes including a Collins & Co. Legitimus Machete and a unmarked machete that
appears to have had tip broken off and smoothed.
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Restricted handgun Luger (DWM) model 1917 Dated Artillery, 9mm Luger ten shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 203mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel, slide, sight,
breech block, toggle link, extractor etc. Non matching but period appropriate magazine no.
4955. Other markings including 1917 on top or receiver, Imperial Army proof mark etc.
Bluing turning brown gray and worn in use and handling areas along with other age
appropriate use and wear marks. Also includes modern quality made leather and wood
holster/ stock combination with compartments for tool, cleaning rod and double magazine
pouch] serial # 4966, FRT # 27926-1
Restricted handgun Colt model Woodsman, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
115mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grip with
right strong hand thumb rest. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 069894S,
Restricted handgun FN Browning model Medalist International II, .22 LR ten shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 151mm [Satin blue finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight.
Right strong hand wooden target grips with adjustable base. Gold toned trigger and barrel
weight with adjustable positioning. Includes two detachable magazines and original manual.
Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
79152I75, certificate # 20004726, PAL required
Restricted handgun Glock model 20, 10mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm
[Satin blue slide, polymer frame. Fixed sights. Checkered front and back straps. Includes one
detachable magazine and fitted with Laser Devices Inc. laser sight with toggle switch
operation, working at time of cataloguing and foam lined hard case. Mechanically appears
excellent with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # VN162US, certificate # 548982, PAL
required
Restricted handgun S&W model 686-6, 357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch
grips with finger grooves. Includes branded plastic carry case, cable lock and manual.
Mechanically appears excellent. Shows signs of very little use with slight cylinder ring and
other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # DAV9975, certificate # 11644483, PAL
required
Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, .357 Magnum six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 117mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded plastic
checkered grips. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
holster, in use and handling areas. Bluing colouring inconsistent. Cylinder ring and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 4839, certificate # 548987, PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model 1911 MK IV/ Series 70 Gov, .45 Auto eight shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded smooth wooden grips.
Included two detachable magazine, one likely original, the second is stainless, cardboard,
Styrofoam box and original manual. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 70G73909, certificate # 5123424, PAL required
Restricted handgun LUX 22LR Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 201mm [Blued barrel
with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Chrome frame with faux ivory plastic
grips. Does not show signs of having a lot of use however does show signs of handling and
storage marks.] serial # 20956, PAL required
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Restricted handgun Toschi & Castelli model Italian Serv. 1889 Bodeo, 10.4mm Italian six shot
double action revolver, w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Markings include "Toschi Castelli",
"Brescia" around rampant lion on left side of frame, crown over an RE, a crown over a shield
and R.Gardia Di Financa (?) on right side of frame. Most bluing worn, a little left in hard to
wear areas. Mechanically including indexing, lock up, single and double action trigger work
reasonably well, albeit a little loose. Expected use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
2521, certificate # 7159549, FRT # 143932-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Enfield model No. 2 Mk 1*, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 127mm [Black battle finish, fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips and lanyard
ring. Matching serial numbers on frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings include "Cal.38,
41 and proof marks on top of barrel, crown surrounded by Enfield No. 2 MK 1* and 1941" on
right side of frame, assorted proof marks on right side of barrel etc. Mechanically including
indexing, lock up, hinge, extractor, double action trigger etc. appear to function well,
possible above average. Most finish intact with wear in high spots including holstering and
handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # N3335, PAL required
Five traps including Oneida no. 13, Hawley no. 4, Hawley no. 3 etc.
Spanish made replica Calvary sword marked Toledo Spain
Five padded soft rifle cases
Seven soft rifle cases including three padded plus a used rifle stock of unknown fitment
ADG Sports foamed lined hard rifle case, note one latch is broken and missing key
Six 25 count boxes of Federal shotgun ammunition including two boxes of 16 ga. no. 6 shot 2
3/4", two boxes of 16 ga. no. 4 shot 2 3/4", one box minus one round of 16 ga. no 7 1/2 shot
2 3/4" and one box 20 ga. 3" steel
Four 25 count boxes of Winchester 28 gauge 2 3/4" no. 6 shot
Full 20 count box plus a box with 19 count rounds of Norma 5.6 X 52R, a full 20 count box of
Winchester 6mm Rem 100 grain soft point, full 20 count box of Federal 7mm Mauser 175
grain soft point and a full 20 count box of Federal 8mm Mauser 170 grain soft point
Selection of pistol ammunition including 50 count box of Federal .32 auto 71 grain some are
from a different factory box and some may be reloads, a full 50 count box of Winchester .32
auto 71 grain, a 43 rounds of American Eagle .380 auto 95 grain, Winchester box with
mixture of approximately 40 count of 380 auto, Winchester box with assorted
approximately 30 rounds of 25 auto, a Case Gard case and two film canisters with
approximately 30 count of assorted pistol rounds
Selection of .30 carbine ammunition including two full 50 count boxes of American Eagle 110
grain jacketed, 39 rounds of Remington 110 grain soft point, full 20 count box plus 7 rounds
of Federal 110 grain soft point
Forty three rounds of Federal .243 Win 80 grain soft point, full twenty count box of Imperial
.303 Savage 190 grain KKSP and a cigarette tin with nine rifle rounds.
Vintage concealed sword walking cane with brass duck head handle and carved bone collar,
35" tall
Five 20 count boxes of 45-70 Government ammunition including two boxes of Remington
Express Rifle 300 grain SJHP, one box of Winchester 300 grain Jacketed hollow point and two
boxes of reloads
Selection of 8mm Mauser ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Remington 170
grain Core-Lokt, one box of Dominion 170 grain PSP plus a box with 19 rounds of Dominion
170 grain PSP plus forty rounds of reloads and two full 20 count boxes of 8X57 JS 196 grain
soft point.
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Six full 20 count boxes of 30-06 Springfield reloads
Selection of 243 Win ammunition including three full Federal 20 count boxes 55 grain Nosler
Balistic Tip, two full 20 count boxes of Federal 100 grain Nosler Partition and a sixth box
containing 18 rounds of factory and reloads.
Selection of 30-30 ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Remington 150 grain,
one full 20 count box of Federal 150 grain, and 66 rounds of reloads.
Selection of 300 Winchester Magnum including full 20 count box of Norma 180 grain, a full
20 count box of Winchester 180 grain and approximately 94 rounds of reloads.
Four full 20 count boxes of .30-06 Springfield including two boxes of Federal Power Shok 180
grain soft point, one box of Federal Premium 180 grain Nosler partition and one box of
Remington 220 grain Core-lokt
Large selection of .22 ammunition including approximately 350 rounds of Win mag., 750
rounds of .22 LR and 50 rounds of short
Three piece RCBS .458 Win Mag die set P/N 20804 plus 54 rounds of .458 Win Magnum
ammunition, appears to be approximately half factory and half reloads.
Four full 20 count boxes of 300 Win mag. including two boxes of Remington 180 grain
pointed soft point, one box of Federal Premium 200 grain boat tail soft point and one box of
reloads
Selection of 7mm Remington Magnum including 52 rounds of Norma 158 grain soft point
and approximately 13 rounds of reloads plus 18 rounds of Federal 7mm Mauser 175 grain
soft point and 19 rounds of 7mm Mauser reloads
Selection of .38 Special including full 50 count box of Blazer 125 grain FMJ, full 50 count box
of Winchester 95 grain silver tip hollow point, 48 rounds of Federal 148 grain lead wad
cutter and approximately 240 rounds of reloads.
Large selection of .270 Win ammunition including 52 rounds of Norma 150 grain factory
ammo. and approximately 90 rounds of reloads.
Selection of 3 1/2" 10 gauge ammunition including full 25 count box of Federal No. 2 shot 2
oz. , and full 25 count box of Winchester Super X no. 2 shot 2 1/4 oz. and ten miscellaneous
loose rounds.
Eleven 25 count boxes of 20 gauge 2 3/4" ammunition including five boxes of Remington 7/8
oz. 9shot and six boxes of Winchester 7/8 oz. 9 shot plus full 10 count box of Rottweil and 10
miscellaneous rounds.
Selection of 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including seven and half 25 count boxes of
Fiocchi 3" Magnum, two 25 count boxes of Activ 2 3/4" No. 6, full 25 count box of
Winchester 3" no. 7 1/2, full 25 count Remington 3" no. 4, and partial box of Winchester 3"
no. 7 1/2.
Over 200 assorted 12 gauge shotgun rounds, assorted lengths, weight and manufacturers
Cased Outdoor Edge nine pieces butcher knife set, big game bags, recoil pads, revolver grips,
"Talking to Spring Gobbler's Quaker Boy cassette tape
Selection of mostly new in package RCBS loading accessories including shell holders,
trimmer pilots, collets, de-capping pins etc.
Selection of bullet molding tools and accessories including RCBS lead pot P/N 80010, Lee
Ingot Mold, selection of wax, reel of solder, two sets of mold handles and assorted mold
including Lymnan .30 cal FN, GC 173 grain, a Saeco nos. 61017, 62015, 64307 and 64316 etc.
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American, 22LR ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fiber optic fixed front and flip up adjustable rear sight. Also
includes Tasco VAR 624X42M scope in box and scope bases which are attached to rifle. One
piece polymer stock. Still has retail label on right side. Includes one detachable ten shot
magazine, original box, manual plus second stock insert with higher cheek riser. Appears to
have only light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 83283851, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Marocchi model Over Under, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels with fixed improved modified and fixed improved
cylinder bottom chokes. Single bead sight. Engraved white metal receiver. Hardwood stock
with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on
barrels. Mechanically including hinge, lock up, extractor, triggers, safety etc. appear to
function well. Only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
120220, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model A5 Magnum Twenty, 20Ga 3" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 27" [Blued presumed fixed full choke ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead
sight. Engraved receiver. Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol
grip and forend. Made in Belgium. Action and trigger appear to function well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas, some light gouging in the stock. Other use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 11525, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Little Big Horn 1876-, 44 W.C.F lever action, w/
bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver, butt plate and barrel
rings. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes original foam and cardboard
packaging. Right side of stock branded with a 7 over crossed swords and little bighorn
medallion. Appears unfired or virtually unfired. Some have some handling and storage
marks including a couple of scratches on the left side of forend. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # LBH03062, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 444SS, 444 Marlin lever action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Threaded for optic mount
with original plugs intact. Smooth walnut stock with recoil pad. Fitted with leather Marlin
branded sling. Includes original box, manual and cable lock. Appears to have had light use
but does have some use, handling and storage marks, primarily on the wood.] serial #
10002906, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 590, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Satin black parkerized style finish on barrel, full length tube and receiver. Black polymer
stock with branded recoil pad. Insight L3 forend with built in flashlight, working at time of
cataloguing. Includes original cardboard box, owner's manual for firearm, forend and
Mossberg branded cable lock. Mechanically appears excellent and has likely had very little
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # V0162115, PAL required
Antique handgun Remington model 1858, unknown caliber six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 204mm [Octagonal barrel. Fixed front sight. Smooth grips. Brass trigger guard. No
internal parts. Rough condition overall. Great paperweight for the gun room.] serial # NIL,
No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 88 carbine, .308 Win lever action, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes one detachable
magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well with use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # 218138A, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1895 SS, 45/70 Gov't lever action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and non iron sight. Fitted with Pine Ridge 3-9X scope.
Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling
mounts and extended thumb cocker. Mechanically appears excellent. Shows signs of having
very little use. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 02074401, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto-5 Light Twelve, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 29" and 20" [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Made in
Belgium. Includes 20" fixed choke .721" at muzzle ( Improved cylinder) serial number L88619
and 29" fixed choke .785" at muzzle (full choke) serial number K29152. Mechanically
appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 96809, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Fieldmaster 572, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length
23 1/2" [Blued barrel and tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Black finish
receiver. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corncob forend.
Mechanically appears excellent. EE47 marked on left side of barrel, we have presumed to be
the serial number. Appears to have had light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks plus some extra storage or transportation on right side of stock.] serial # EE47, PAL
required
Thirty six rounds of .357 Maximum ammunition. Head stamp marked IHMSA, no other
information know.
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver V9-IIW scope.
Hardwood stock with branded checkered butt plate. Fixed riser, checkered semi pistol and
fore grip. Sling rings and fitted with leather sling. Mechanically appears excellent. Use,
handling and storage marks including slightly deeper rubs above mag well on left side.] serial
# G1153768, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako model VL63 Finnwolf, .243 cal lever action, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with scope bases. High gloss
hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip.
Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with scope ring. Mechanically appears excellent.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 8390, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Styer model Mannlicher, .30-06 SPRG. bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
[High gloss spiral patterned blued barrel and left hand receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Fitted with Redfield 3X-9X scope on quick release mount. Satin finish hardwood stock with
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings. Includes
padded leather sling and one detachable box magazine plus original German language
manual. Mechanically appears excellent and shows signs of having very little use. Use,
handing and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 106195, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Liege, .410 3", 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Blued fixed improved modified ribbed barrels and action. Single bead
sight. High gloss hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip
and forend. Made in Belgium. Fitted with .410 gauge removal barrel inserts. Mechanically
appears excellent including hinge, lock up, ejectors, trigger, safety etc. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 73J04436, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto-5 Light Twelve, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 27 1/2" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel and engraved receiver. Gloss
finish hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Made in Japan. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks with a little extra wear on left side of pistol grip.] serial # 57272, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun ADAMAC model 68 SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued barrels with single bead sight. White metal engraved receiver. Hardwood
stock with recoil pad and fixed riser. Matching numbers on barrel and forend. Unknown
fixed chokes. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. In used condition with
compressed recoil pad and wear in use and handling area. Other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 84780, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, .30-30 Win lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Factory
engraved case hardened receiver with brass toned saddle ring. Smooth straight stock.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks. Note has white residue on butt plate, appears it would be easily
removed.] serial # 3743789, PAL required
SWFA SS 20X42 scope with SS Reticle, slip on covers and photocopied documentation,
purportedly good for 50 BMG, No serial number found
Weaver Micro-Trac 36X40 scope with Fine Crosshair reticle, glare shield and screw on caps
S/N 49974, made in Japan
SWFA SS 16X42 scope with SS reticle, slip on covers and photocopied documentation,
purportedly good for 50 BMG, no serial number found
Night Force 12-42X56 illuminated rifle scope with screw on covers S/N 503743, appears to
be Forceplex reticle, made in Japan, illumination working at time of cataloguing and appears
never mounted
Mauser M96 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
Mauser M96 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
Mauser M96 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
Mauser M96 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
Mauser M96 parts and tools including speed lock kits, bolts and other miscellaneous parts,
action bolt lug cutter, action turning mandrel etc.
Mauser M98 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
Yugo M48 Mauser 98 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be
professional restoration
Green Savage 110 long action receiver with trigger group, bolt and scope mount, appears to
function really well.
Savage 110 short action receiver with trigger group and scope mount, working well after
what appears to be professional restoration
Selection of Savage 110 parts and tools including barrel nuts, recoil lugs, injector, extractors,
springs, firing pins, two new Sharp Shooter triggers, two action truing mandrels etc.
Swedish K31 action with trigger group, working well after what appears to be professional
restoration
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Swiss K31 parts including target sights, bipod mount and left hand operator handle assembly
Barrel vice with assorted clamp inserts including some factory and likely some shop made, a
Mauser action machining clamp jig, and Mauser scope rail drilling jig
Selection of gunsmithing tools including bolt action receiver wrench, Mauser action turning
mandrel, Savage barrel nut wrench, Action Wrench 2 for Remington 700 action and Action
Wrench 1 for Mauser action
Three Savage/ Stevens 110 bolts and two Mauser M98 bolts
Hawkeye Classic Ridgid precision bore scope with Hawkeye angled eye piece in foam lined
hard case with original user guides, untested but appears in new condition
Two Ruger 1022 stocks, one wood and one polymer and a selection of Ruger 1022 parts
including blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights, trigger group, 10 round
magazine etc.
Radar Carve gun stock duplicator with selection of accessories and operating manual
Six specialty bits including three Cleveland drill bits with oil holes, two are .7030" and one is
.5780. plus one AccuRated no. ST7096B-8437-32H and 25/32" X 9 1/2" with oil hole and a
new 50 BMG chamber reamer
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. One piece
wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Winchester branded butt plate.
Fitted with sling rings. Manufactured by Winchester Canada. In well used condition with
surface rust on metal parts and use and handling marks overall.] serial # CG002274, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto-5, 12Ga 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 31
1/2" [Blued unknown fixed choke ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Wooden stock with branded recoil pad, checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Made in
Belgium. Mechanically appears excellent. Use handling and storage marks on wood and
metal plus electric pencil digit marked on receiver above trigger guard "530411"] serial #
95968, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 88, .308 Win lever action, w/ bbl length 19" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No front sight, adjustable rear sight and fitted with Bushnell 3-9 Variable
scope. After market laminate Boyd smooth stock and camouflage padded sling. Fitment of
action and barrel combo to stock is poor and need tweaking. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 105474, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 64, 30 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock and forend. Checkered metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Almost all bluing is worn off. Some gouges to wood and other use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1689657, PAL required
Antique rifle Uknown model Percusion Rifle, .39 (?) single shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length
45" [Blued octagonal barrel turned brown gray. Fixed sights. One piece full wood stock with
metal butt plate. No maker's name found. Markings include engraved scroll work and full
figure of a hunter on lock, " W (?) K" on top of barrel. Fitted with set trigger. Age appropriate
markings including chunk of stock missing under hammer and some black powder corrosion
etc.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22"
[Stainless steel barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope
base. One piece wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip.
Fitted with sling mounts. Includes ten shot detachable magazine, original box and manual.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 000416869, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 581-S, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and fitted with Weaver K 4-1 Micro-Trac scope. Smooth
wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes original
rear sight ( not attached), detachable magazine and manual. Mechanically appears excellent
with only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal not including well worn
scope.] serial # A1094039, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model Sht LE III *, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
23" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with Bushnelll Banner 3X-9X wide angle scope. Modern sporter stock with Supreme
recoil pad. Fixed cheek rise, checkered pistol and foregrip. Fitted with sling mounts and
includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel and bolt.
Action and trigger appear to function well. See photos for other markings. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # E25, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 190, 16Ga 2 3/4" bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad.
Fitted with "C-LECT-CHOKE" model 16 adjustable choke. Includes one detachable box
magazine. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 311, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight and unknown fixed choke. Case hardened
receiver. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Forend end appears to be
mismatched or possible missing a component. Action does not cycle, buy as parts or project
gun.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 77C, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrel and receiver with appears to be fixed full choke. Smooth wooden stock with
Kessler recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Pump tends to
lock forward and will need some attention, other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Walters & Sons model SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus unknown fixed full choke barrels turning brown. Single bead
front sight. Wooden stock with metal butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend.
Makers name on left side plate, see photos for other proof markings. Action, hammers and
triggers all function albeit loosely. Age appropriate use, handling and storage marks
including old cracks and gouges in wood.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Le Etienne model 1891, 8X50mm (7.5X54 French) bolt action, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with rear sling ring. Mid length
barrel band missing. Non matching numbers including 27514 on bolt, 22749 on mag base
and illegible numbering on stock. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks including significant old repairs to stock.] serial # 22310, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 195, 12Ga 2 3/4" No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Front bead sight missing. Smooth
wooden stock with recoil pad. Fitted with C-LECT CHOKE model 12. No magazine included.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Overall in well used condition with bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Some surface rust and pitting. Gouges and marks in stock.]
serial # Nil, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Le Etienne model 1907-15, 8X50mm (7.5X54 French) bolt action, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
stock. Non-matching numbers include 54585 on bolt, 53249 on mag. base and illegible
numbering on stock. Sporterized stock still includes rear sling ring. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably well. Well used condition including bluing worn in use and handling
areas, some surface pitting. Gouges and marks to wood.] serial # 2580, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 32 Win Spl lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn sight.
Smooth straight wooden stock with curved butt plate. Hammer spur broken and upper tang
broken right behind hammer. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing
worn in handling areas plus surface rust and light pitting on metal. Nicks and gouges in
wood.] serial # 193811, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model B.S.A. 1918 Sht LE III *, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Sporterized stock with brass butt plate, sling ring and leather sling. Matching numbers on
receiver, barrel and bolt. Well used condition with surface rust and pitting on metal. Old
repairs, nicks and gouges on wood.] serial # 68131, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BLR, 300 Win Mag semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell
Trophy 3-9 Variable scope. Wooden stock with weave pattern rubber recoil pad. Checkered
semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling ring and adjustable leather sling. "Made in
Belgium" marked on barrel. Action and trigger cycling feels a little sluggish. Cap for elevation
screw missing from scope. Thumb sized chunk of forend missing on left rear. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks including nicks and gouges to
wood.] serial # 54045, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1912, 12Ga pump action, w/ bbl length 32"
[Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock with Hawkins recoil pad.
Corn cob forend. Includes leather storage case. Mechanically, including cycling, trigger, takedown and reassembly appear to work well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 55600, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, 338 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Scopechief VI scope. Walnut stock
with branded recoil pad, checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Fitted with sling mounts. Action
and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use handling and storage marks
including light gouges to wood and metal.] serial # 77158636, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Parker-Hale model Enfield Percussion1861, .577 cal single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Case
hardened hammer and lock. One piece musket stock. Brass butt plate and trigger guard.
Fitted with sling rings. Includes original box, ram rod, multi-tool, sew on patch and manual.
Appears to have had very little use however, finger nail sized corrosion on the left outside
tip of the barrel, possible a result of powder or poor storage. Otherwise only minor use,
handling or storage marks.] serial # 7799, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Parker-Hale model Enfield Percussion1858, .577 cal single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 32" [Blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Case
hardened hammer and lock. One piece musket style stock. Brass butt plate and trigger
guard. Fitted with sling rings and bayonet lug. Possibly unfired. Includes original box, sew on
patch and manual. Only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
3568, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Parker-Hale model Enfield Percussion 1853, .577 cal single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 38" [Blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Case
hardened hammer and lock. One piece musket style stock. Brass butt plate and trigger
guard. Fitted with sling rings. Possibly unfired. Includes original box, sew on patch and
manual. Only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 4481, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 95, .30 Gov't -06 lever action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fitted with Lyman no. 21 Climbing sight. Smooth straight stock
with checkered metal butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling. Bluing worn
in use and handling areas. Mechanically appears to function reasonably. Marked nickel steel
barrel. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 109660, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 95, 405 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
round barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden
stock with curved metal butt plate. Barrel stamped "Nickel Steel Barrel especially for
smokeless powder" Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Use, and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 54346, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .30-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock, curved butt plate. Rear sight adjusting ramp is not original. Appears to have
had old repair to front sight. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Non
original screw on rear of upper tang. Most bluing worn, especially in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal including sliver of forend missing
on left top, plus hole from once installed rear sling mount etc.] serial # 465516, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 95 Take Down, .35 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Semi deluxe smooth straight stock. Curved metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Action
and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other
use, handling and storage marks including thumb sized piece of stock re glued at bottom
rear. Appear to have crack repair just left or upper tang (might just be in the gloss finish)
etc.] serial # 422418, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 Saddle Ring Carbine, 308-55 lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blue barrel receiver and full length tube turning brown gray. Fixed front and flip
up adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate.
Action and trigger function reasonably well albeit a bit stiff. In used condition with use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 627219, PAL required
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Restricted handgun Norinco model M1911A1C, 45 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 109mm [Blued finish, fixed three dot sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes two
detachable magazine and fitted case, note one latch broken. Custom factory features
include extended ambidextrous thumb safety. Beaver tail grip safety. Extended mag release
and slide lock. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Appears to have had light use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BB10371, certificate # 19366334, PAL
required
Restricted handgun Browning model Buck Mark, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Satin blue finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch branded
checkered grips with low profile ambidextrous thumb rests. Includes two detachable
magazines, original molded case and manual. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# 515ZM23399, certificate # 18361365, PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model GP100, .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 107mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded rubber
grips with finger grooves. Includes original molded plastic case. Mechanically appears
excellent. Visible cylinder ring. Use, handling and storage marks. Couple of dings around the
cylinder release.] serial # 17602962, certificate # 18361364, PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, .44 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded smooth
wooden grips. Includes molded plastic case and owner's manual. Visible cylinder ring.
Mechanically appears excellent. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
50368734, certificate # 17997294, PAL required
Restricted handgun Navy Arms model 1858 Remington Replica, .44 Perc six shot single
action, w/ bbl length 200mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Indexing,
cycling and trigger operation etc. function reasonably well. Old tape adhesive on grips and
frame. Surface rust at front of cylinder. Visible cylinder ring and wear at cylinder locking
lugs. Includes brass and copper flask, bullet mold and caps in lined wooden hinged lidded
box. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 9369, certificate # 4538147, PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard model Sentinel (R-103), . 22 LR nine shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 150mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Phantom II
1.3X scope. Smooth wooden grips with strong right hand thumb rest. Mechanically including
cylinder, indexing and lock up, single and double action trigger etc. appear to function
reasonably well. Overall in used condition with visible cylinder, holster wear, wear in use
and handling areas. Not recently cleaned and lubed. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 1297921, certificate # 4538150, PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model Single-Six, .22 LR & .22 WMR six shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 139mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Mechanically including cylinder indexing and lock up, trigger and hammer
operation appear to function reasonably well. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22 WMR
cylinder. Rear sight blade replaced with shop made hand cut insert. Finish worn in use and
handling areas. Finish worn in use and handling areas including some holster wear. Marking
where possible scope had been previously mounted. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 559736, certificate # 4538152, PAL required
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Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, .41 Mag six shot single action, w/
bbl length 119mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes instructions and parts list. Mechanically including cylinder, indexing,
lock up, hammer and trigger operation etc. appear to function well. Little bit of surface rust
inside cylinder, some holster ware on finish and slight cylinder ring.] serial # 4111575,
certificate # 4538146, PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model Single-Six, .22 LR & .22 WMR six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 139mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22 WMR cylinders. Fitted with trigger
attachment. Mechanically needs minor work. Cylinder indexes consistently but doesn't quite
lock up. Overall in used condition including dings, cylinder ring and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 507611, certificate # 4538151, PAL required
Restricted handgun Euroarms model Navy Model, .36 Cal six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 189mm [Blued octagonal barrel, cylinder and frame. Brass back strap and trigger
guard. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically including
cylinder indexing and lock up, single action trigger appear to function reasonably well. In
used condition with finish worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 24965, certificate # 4538148, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 64, .32 WS lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued
barrel, receiver and mid length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock
with checkered metal butt plate. Semi pistol grip. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Barrel shows signs of extensive use,
see photo. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1115655,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto -5 Light 12, 12 ga. 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel and receiver. Hardwood stock with
branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Barrel markings include "Made in
Belgium, Special Steel, B59043" and other proof marks etc. Presumed to have been re blued,
but not confirmed. Action and trigger appear to function well. Use, handling and storage
marks. ] serial # 30003, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Sportman 58, 12 ga. 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and engraved receiver. Hardwood stock with
plastic branded butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Adjustable gas system for
heavy or light loads. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Over all in used
condition with bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use and handling marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 48513V, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori, 12 ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 32" [Blued ribbed barrels with fixed full choke top and fixed improved modified
bottom. Double bead front sight. Grade V limited run with deep hand engraved game birds
on both right and left side and pointer on bottom of receiver along with decorative scroll
works. High gloss deluxe walnut stock and forend. Branded recoil pad. Deep crisp checkering
on semi pistol grip and forend. Matching numbers on receiver, barrel and forend. Made in
Japan. Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 10038PM143, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, .30-06 Sprg bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Gloss
blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Integral scope mount on receiver. Satin finish
hardwood stock with supreme branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip.
Fitted with sling mounts and includes rings, also includes scope rings. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 7370285, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Hardwood stock with S.V.A.B. recoil pad.
Checkered semi pistol grip and smooth fore grip. Rear of barrel marked with proof stamp
and NITRO. Rear sight provision in barrel but no front sight provision. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 210281, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Howa model 1500, .223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2"
[Stainless K&S barrel with attached flash hider, Green Hogue synthetic stock. Plastic butt
plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with sling mounts and short rail section
under stock in front of mag well. Action and trigger appear excellent. Appears to have had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B171030, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Krico model 600 series Sniper, .308 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Gloss blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases ( appear to be
Warne Weaver M828 & S46). Satin finish hardwood stock with adjustable recoil pad. Fixed
riser, texturized pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling mounts and includes one detachable
magazine. Enlarged bolt knob. Muzzle is not threaded for attachments. Action and trigger
appear to function excellently. Appears to have had an easy life with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 132880, PAL required
Four shadow box framed ammunition cartridges including 8X56R, , Heckler & Koch G-11
4.7X21mm, Remington 7.62X54R and "The World's Smallest" 2.7X3mm Kolibri's, PAL
REQUIRED
Weatherby No. 6641/6642 polymer rifle stock with branded recoil pad
Selection of ammunition including a 20 count box of Imperial .303 Brit 150 grain Saber tip,
20 count box of Winchester Super X 150 grain SP, Winchester Super X box with an
assortment of ammunition including 12 count of factory .303 Brit and 8 count of .303 Brit
reloads plus a military ammunition belt with 25 count of 12 ga. no. 2 2 3/4" plus a soft rifle
case
Two Simmons scopes including 3-9X40 Blazer and a 3-9X40 8-Point plus a bag containing
scope rings and sights
Stack-On metal locker 21" X 18" X 10" note locked and missing key, key code on back, check
back for updates, plus a box containing .308 Win brass, approximately 300 count
Caldwell lead sled and a Past Recoil protection pad
Tasco spotting scope 20- 40X 60X with covers, tri-pod and case plus a Bushnell swivel scope
mount plus a large tripod
Selection of firearms accessories including a Uzi extendable stock, an Uncle Mikes right hand
size 19 Kydex open top holster, four Ruger .22 magazines, two Ruger Mini 14 magazine,
three assorted .22 magazines, eight trigger locks with keys, a bipod, Burris brand scope rings
etc.
Stamped steel gun locker with double key lock
Full 20 count box of Winchester Saskatchewan Diamond Jubilee .38-55 Win ammunition
with head stamp SDG .38-55 Win
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Full 20 count box of Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee .38-55 Win ammunition with head
stamp W-W .38-55 Win
Full 20 count box of Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee .38-55 Win ammunition with head
stamp W-W .38-55 Win
Full 20 count box of Winchester Little Big Horn Centennial .44-40 cal ammunition with head
stamp W-W 44-40 Win
Full 20 count box of Winchester Little Big Horn Centennial .44-40 cal ammunition with head
stamp W-W 44-40 Win
Three vintage flasks including two bass relief metal and one horn
Leapers Sporting 3-9X28 scope with scope mount and box
Selection of factory and reloaded ammunition including a bag with 11 factory rounds and 40
reloads of .30-06 ammunition, a bag with 9 factory rounds and 104 reloads of .25-06 ammo.,
a bad with 22 reloads of .270 ammo., a bag with 26 reloads of .223 ammo. , bag with 7
reloads of 7mm ammo., a bag with 8 reloads of .243 ammo., four factory rounds of .30-30
ammo. , two reloads of .303 Brit, 1 factory round .35 Rem, 1 factory round of .308 ammo.,
two factory 12 ga. no. 8 plus one 12 ga. slug and three .25-06 empty brass
Selection of powder and primers including full 1 lb. tin of IMR 4060, two full 1 lb. tin of IMR
2831, full 1 lb. tin of Hodgdon 4831, a 3/4 full 1lb. tin of IMR 3031 plus two full , 100 count
packages of Federal no. 210 large rifle primers , a half package of CCI 250 large rifle Magnum
primers, a full Federal 100 count package of Match GM215M large magnum rifle primers
etc.
Darton right hand compound bow, appears to be model Hurricane 70 lbs. weight, includes
model 1111 Plano hard case, nine arrows, quiver, Toxonics sight etc.
Plastic ammo case containing 46 rounds of .300 Magnum reloads plus 4 empty cases, 10
rounds of 300 Weatherby Magnum reloads
Four vintage original Colt cardboard boxes including Officer's Model Match Revolver, a
DiamondBack .38 Spl., and two unspecified boxes, three with Styrofoam liners
Three vintage original Colt cardboard boxes including Colt's Single Action Army Revolver,
Anaconda and blue fitted Colt revolver box
Four branded hand gun cases including two Ruger hard plastic and a Remington hard plastic
plus a cardboard Smith & Wesson Model 686 box
Non-Restricted shotgun SKB model 500, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead front sight. Blued engraved receiver. Hardwood stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings.
Markings include matching serial number on bottom of barrels and forend. Right side of
bottom barrel marked "Mod/Imp" left side of bottom barrel marked "H 264", left side of top
barrel marked "Model 500-12 ga- 2 2/34 chamber, SKB Arms Co., Made in Japan"
Mechanically including hinge, ejectors, lock up, trigger etc. appear to function reasonably
well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
S5558248, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Lefever Arms Co. model SXS, 20Ga 2 3/4" ? two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrels. Single bead front sight. Appears to be case hardened
receiver with blued side plates. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Matching numbers on barrel and forend. Mechanically appears to
work reasonably and appears to have had very little use with use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 64467, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Lefever Arms Co. model SXS, 12Ga ( unknown chamber) two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus barrels turning brown. Single bead front
sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Matching numbers on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings include what
appear to after the fact mistyped serial number on trigger guard "I 9468" No stamped
indications of fixed chokes or chamber depth. Mechanically appears to operate reasonably
well. Very small electric pencil digits on upper tang. Other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 16468, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Miroku model Over Under, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead front sight. Blued engraved receiver.
Hardwood stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching
serial numbers on barrel and forend. Other markings include "+" ( full choke) on top barrel
"+-" modified on bottom barrel. See photos for other proof marks. Mechanically appears to
work reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 391252, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Boswell model SXS, 12 Ga. 2 1/2" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus barrels turning brown. Single bead front sight. Blued
engraved receiver. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Markings include 12 over C in a diamond under both barrels. "Choke" under left
barrel, see photos for other proof marks. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Mechanically including hinge, lock up, cocking and triggers etc. appear to function
reasonably well. Slight use when closed without cartridges. Top of barrels marked "Charles
Boswell, 126 Strand London" Includes canvas wrapped fitted hard case with cleaning rod.
Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14239, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown. Fixed front and rear sights. Action is threaded for scope bases. Black
polymer stock marked Zastava on recoil pad with texturized grips. No serial number seen on
bolt. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 145596 and 1006, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 621H, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued
fixed improved modified ribbed barrel. Double bead sight. Stock fitted with White Line recoil
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and smooth forend. Barrel marked made in USA. Receiver
marked Canadian Industries Ltd., Montreal Canada. Stock is cracked approximately 3" on
right front. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal including tooling marks on front pin trigger group retaining area. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1400 MK II, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel. Blued receiver. Hardwood stock with
checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears excellent. Appears to have had
only light use with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # N496499,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden
stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Corncob forend. Mechanically appears to work reasonably
well. Ejector rivets have been replaced with visible evidence on left side. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 429723V, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted rifle Kel-Tec model RFB, .308 Win five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18"
[Black finish, no fixed sights. Fitted with flat top rail and side rails. Includes one detachable
magazine pinned to five. Fitted with FAB Ltd. pistol fore grip/ extending bipod combination.
Also includes what appears to be shop made faux silencer using GGW clamp on flash hider,
see photos. Action and trigger appear to function well. Shows little signs of use with minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # T0Q35, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, .260 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Black
parkerized style finish. No fixed sights. Fitted with Vortex Diamondback 3.5-10X50 scope.
Magpull Hunter 700 synthetic stock with recoil pad. Includes one P Mag marked 7.62X51.
Fitted with folding and extending Caldwell bipod and flash hider. Mechanically appears
excellent and appears to have had very little use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # RR69807J, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model Gunsight Scout, .308 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 18 3/4"
[Satin stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, no rear sight. Receiver had Integral
scope mounts and addition rail mounted in front of the receiver. Laminated stock with recoil
pad. Checkered pistol and fore grip. Includes two Ruger branded detachable magazines and
magazine dust covers plus folding and extending Caldwell bipod. Action and trigger appear
to function well with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 68052992, PAL
required
Vortex 4-16X42 Diamondback HP scope, with Dead-Hold BDC reticle, with 1" tube and
Leupold rings ,made in the Philippines no serial number, was on lot 592
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model 56, 12 ga. 2 3/4" bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Fitted with Savage adjustable choke. Smooth wooden
stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonable well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stoeger model M3500, 12 ga. 3 1/2" semi automatic, w/ bbl length
28" [Ribbed barrel with single fiber optic front sight. Receiver is threaded for accessory
mount and currently plugged. Entire firearm wrapped in camouflage and marked Advantage
Max 4 HD. Includes two removable chokes which appear to be full and modified. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
1364884, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stoeger model M3500, 12 ga 3 1/2" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 28"
[Ribbed barrel with single fiber optic front sight. Receiver is threaded for accessory mount.
Entire firearm wrapped in camouflage. Includes two removable chokes which appear to be
full and Improved cylinder. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 1364876, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis, .223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Black
parkerized barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver 3-9X40MM scope. Black
polymer stock with recoil pad. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had only light use, still
has retail tags on stock. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # J682251, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock, metal butt plate. Stock appears refinished. Marked made in Canada by Winchester
Western Canada Ltd. on top of barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, front sight is
loose. Action appears functional but loose with use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
NIL, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 820B, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrel and receiver mostly worn off. Single bead front sight replaced by screw.
Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Corncob forend. Stock has had epoxy repairs
to cracks and gouges and refinished with stain or paint. Front of tube secured with braised Lbracket. Action and trigger function albeit stiffly. Generally in poor condition, buy as project
or parts gun.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Janssen Sons & Co. model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued Damascus barrels turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Hardwood
stock with attached non original recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. See
photos for markings including number 9032 under barrels indicating possibly not original to
gun. Other parts ill fitting, adding to assumption that it is not original. One trigger is shop
made. Overall in heavily used condition, buy as parts of project.] serial # 20357, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Classic model Over Under, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead sight. White metal receiver. Hardwood stock
with ill fitting non-matching checkered butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend.
Tape over crack in stock. Ribbing between barrels removed. Threaded for replaceable
chokes. Fitted with improved cylinder and cylinder removable chokes. Matching serial
number on barrels. Lithographed scrollwork on receiver. Fit and finish typical of entry level
shotgun. Rear sling ring is missing. Buy as project gun.] serial # 055557, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model Sht LE III*, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized wooden stock
with brass butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching numbers on receiver and
barrel. Non matching bolt numbered 2002. Fitted with sling rings. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial #
7499, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model 85, 22LR No Mag bolt/semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23
3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with plastic butt plate. No magazine included. Designed to work as semi automatic if using
long rifle ammunition and manual bolt action for shot and long ammo. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Wood and metal refinished. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun AGME ARMS Co. model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued barrels turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Non original stock with
owner carved birds on both sides along with deep checkering on pistol grip. Ill fitting plastic
butt plate. Other assorted repairs or modification including braising of hinge lever, braising
of trigger guard. Replacement screws etc. Overall in heavily used condition, buy as project or
parts gun.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model 1943, unknown bolt action, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Non original smooth stock with ill fitting butt
plate and stock button. Action and trigger function. Stock to action fitment is poor. Wood
has been refinished and has assorted old crack and gouges. Other use, handling and storage
marks] serial # 696116, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Matching numbers found
on receiver, mag, trigger guard and bolt. Non matching number on stock. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well, albeit ready for a good clean. Stock appears to have
been poorly refinished. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
12225309, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Brescia model 1917 Carcano, 6.5X52 (unconfirmed) bolt action, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Smooth Carcano stock
with metal butt plate. Sling mounts. Other missing parts include bayonet mount/swivel and
bayonet. Action and trigger function albeit a bit dry and loose. Rear trigger guard mounting
screw has hammering tool marks. Overall in heavily used condition. Good project gun.] serial
# S9163, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Terni model 1891 Carcano (?), 6.5X52 (?) bolt action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. Rear sling ring. Heavily used condition but seems solid
enough to make a good project gun.] serial # NL4931, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 820B, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 27"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Missing single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with recoil
pad. Corncob forend. Finish worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger does cycle
but locks shut. Wood appear to make good project gun.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic recoil
pad. Corncob forend. Fixed full choke. Non-matching numbered barrel 782719. Action and
trigger function but is at the very least quite stiff and dirty. Finish worn in use and handling
areas. Some possibly mechanically removed. Good project gun.] serial # 833152, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model Sht LE III*, 303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt
plate. Includes one 10 shot detachable magazine. Action dry and stiff but does function.
Receiver drilled and tapped, presumably for scope mount. Rear fixed sights non original.
Stock refinished. Buy as project gun.] serial # 6384, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 1903, 30-06 SPRG five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Non original hardwood stock
with J.C. Higgins recoil pad. Fixed riser and sling mounts. Action and trigger function,
although dry and dirty. Metal appears to be mechanically cleaned with pitting left behind.
Overall in heavily used condition. Buy as project gun.] serial # 1425780, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 3200, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued ribbed fixed full choke barrels with double bead sights. Semi deluxe
walnut stock with adjustable recoil pad. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and
forend. Action including hinge, lock up, safety/barrel selection, trigger etc. appear to
function reasonably well and factory upgrade has been done. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 24509OU, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 32'
[Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with non
original and ill fitting plastic butt plate. Corncob forend. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well. Worn finish in use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage
marks in wood and metal including small crack behind rear tang.] serial # 618585, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Savage model 440A, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued ribbed barrels and receiver. Double bead sights. Gloss finish walnut stock
with White Line recoil pad. Both barrels marked SK, possibly indicating fixed skeet choke.
Action including hinge, lock up, safety, extractors, barrel selector etc. appear to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal including a couple of
gouges in stock and small chip at top left.] serial # 56198B, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle H&R 20Ga single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 32" [Blued unknown
fixed choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock. Plastic butt plate.
Front and rear sling rings. Stock is replacement or refinished. Small cracks behind upper and
lower tangs. Hinge pin missing and replaced with nut and bolt. Would make good project
gun.] serial # 281231, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 607H, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
fixed modified choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with ill
fitted added recoil pad. Corncob forend. Barrel stamped made in USA. Action and trigger
albeit dry. Finish worn in use and handling areas. Metal pitting on receiver. Tooling marks on
barrel. Stock has been refinished and old crack repairs. Would make a good project gun.]
serial # NIL, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifles Crossman model AIR 17, .177 pump action, w/ bbl length 17" & 19"
[Two Crossman air rifles including 760 Pump Master and AIR 17, both in well used condition]
serial # 086117766 and NIL, No PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle Daisy model 1938B, .177 lever action, [Classic Red Ryder BB rifle with
only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Liege United Arms Co. model SXS, .16 GA two shots hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Damascus barrel, single bead front sight, external hammers, hardwood stock
and forend. Extremely well used condition with cracks in wood, replacement screws,
carpentry nails used for firing pins. Not recommended to shoot.] serial # 2598, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model SXS, 12 ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued barrels turning brown gray. Single bead sight. Unknown fixed chokes.
External hammers. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and forend. Metal butt plate.
One trigger replaced. Well used condition with marks and gouges to wood and some
replacement screws. Not recommended to shoot.] serial # 40180, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 740 Woodsmaster, 30-06 SPRG semi automatic, w/
bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with Leupold M8-6X Compact scope. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Branded metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly.
Includes on detachable box magazine. Only locks back periodically. Golf pencil sized chunk of
left front top of forend missing. Forend cracked on bottom, possibly into two pieces and
reglued. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 120547, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110CL Series J, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview scope. Left
handed action. Hardwood stock with checkered pistol and foregrip. Fitted with recoil pad,
sling ring and tooled leather sling. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well,
although in need of a good cleaning. Includes one detachable box magazine. Use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # E065114, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle Marksman model 1792, .177 Single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 15"
[Fitted with target style adjustable sights and light weight polymer stock. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 98030745, No PAL required
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No Pal Req. air rifle Marksman model 1792, .177 Single hinge break, w/ bbl length 15" [Hood
from front sight missing and rear sight has ill fitted replacement adjustable set up. Other
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 98006249, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell
Sportview scope. Smooth wooden stock and curved plastic butt plate. Includes one
detachable ten round magazine. Use, handling and storage marks, more so on scope which
is missing adjustment caps.] serial # 11920267, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Nikko model 5000, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued ribbed barrels. Fixed modified top and improved cylinder bottom. Single bead
front sight. Matching serial number on barrels and forend. Checkered stock and forend with
branded plastic butt plate. Action, trigger, hinge and lock up appear to function reasonably
well. Stock was broken in half at pistol grip and has extensive ill fitting body works on both
side. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Rear sling mount missing. Other use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # K374963, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun W. Richards model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrels turned brown gray. External hammers, Single bead front sight. Smooth
wooden stock. Original forend missing. Half made replacement taped on. Chunks of stock
missing and additional cracks. Overall very poor condition and not recommended for
shooting.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun WM. Parkhurst model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. External hammers. Checkered
wooden stock and metal butt plate. Not original forend or original forend with missing
hardware. Bluing on barrels and receiver mechanically removed leaving rust and pitting.
Overall in poor condition, not recommended for shooting] serial # 2403, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun WW. Greene model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrels turning brown. Single bead front sight. External hammers. Checkered
stock with modified fixed riser. Hardened rubber recoil pad. Non matching and ill fitting
forend. One trigger is broken, chunks of stock are missing. Overall in poor condition,
presume not shootable.] serial # 21729, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hiawatha model Semi Auto Repeater, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted
with Bushnell 4X Sportview II 22 scope. Smooth wooden stock, rubber recoil pad. Includes
one detachable magazine. Rear fixed sight not original. Bluing worn in handling and use
areas and marks consistent with not being cleaned after hunting use with biological
remnants have interacted with bluing. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly,
however have not been cleaned. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Receiver has been drilled for past optic mount. Action and trigger
function but are overdue for cleaning. Stock has excessive gouging and marks and has been
wet at the butt. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 3D, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver with fixed front and elevation rear sights. Smooth wooden stock,
plastic butt plate. No bolt. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL,
PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 50, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrel and receiver turning gray. Single bead front sight. Fixed full choke.
Checkered stock and forend. Whiteline recoil pad. Action and trigger function, although
action hangs up a bit, possible in need of a good cleaning and lube. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas and small tooling type dings on both sides of receiver. Nicks and gouges in
wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 142969, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights, although threaded for sights but are currently plugged. Fitted
with Bushnell Trophy XLT scope. Hardwood stock with Whiteline recoil pad. Fixed riser and
checkered grip. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well but needing cleaning.
Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # G1302559, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Expert model Single Shot, 16Ga single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Originally blued barrel, missing single bead front sight. Receiver possibly white
metal originally. Smooth stock with recoil pad. Stock badly broken and had previously been
field repaired with epoxy which is now failing. Bluing appears mechanically removed. Overall
in poor condition, buy as project or parts gun.] serial # 7201, PAL required
Selection of ammunition including 19 rounds of .32 Win Spl reloads, 20 rounds of 30-30
mixed box including possible reloads, 40 rounds of .270 Win reloads, 37 rounds of 30-30
Hollow point reloads, 20 rounds of 30-30 unknown projectile, 18 rounds 6.5X55 reloads, and
two 25 count boxes of 9mm Luger, a full 20 count box of Winchester 270 Win 130 grain
Power Point Soft point factory ammunition
Two full 500 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 LR, full 500 count PMC Zaper 22 .22 LR,
full 500 count Remington CBEE 22 .22 LR and an approximately 3/4 full box of Winchester
XPert HV .22 LR
Selection of 12 gauge ammunition including two 5 count boxes of Remington 3" 00BK, one 5
count box of Remington Slugger 3" slugs, one 5 count box of Winchester Super X 2 3/4" 0
Buck, one 5 count box of Remington Sabot Slug 2 3/4", and two 5 count boxes of Imperial 2
3/4" 0 Buck
ER2 Paintball pistol, not tested with five speedloaders to fit. A Smith& Wesson M&P CO2
pellet pistol, not tested, a selection of BBs, box of 25 count CO2 canisters and a soft case
Crosman model 2244 .22 caliber CO2 powered pellet pistol, front sight partially broken and
taped back on, includes original blister pack, not tested
Selection of range accessories including Bench Master shooting rest, targets and target
stands, speed loaders, trigger locks etc. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Selection of firearms accessories including boxed Case-Gard portable maintenance center,
boxed Lee loader, cleaning rods and brushes, bag containing scope rings, sling rings etc.
assorted plastic ammo. cases, rifle bolts, magazines etc.
Used 3-9X40 scope with rings
Selection of brass, bullets and ammunition including 20 count box of Federal 6.5X55 Swedish
once used brass, a 20 count Nosler Trophy grade box containing 6.5X55 with 12 unfired and
six brass, a 20 count Fusion box containing 6.5X55 Swedish with five live factory rounds and
15 brass, plus a full 20 count box of Fusion 6.5X55 Swedish factory rounds, three bags
containing a total of approximately 50 rounds of 30-30 Win labeled by consignor between
two and three times fired, 100 count box with approximately 60 pieces of Hornady 30 cal
170 grain bullets, a 100 count box with approximately 33 pieces of Hornady 30 cal 160 grain
plus a Weaver C6 scope with base and a soft case
Hornady Model 98171 locking hand gun safe with keys and a 511 Tactical soft hand gun case
Three foam lined hand gun cases
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Three foam lined hand gun cases
Winchester Cherokee Model 94 box with Stryrofoam sleeve only. NO GUN
Vintage wooden SKS stock with forend and webbed slings plus small cleaning kit, screws etc.
in a SKS Tactical box plus a Bell & Carlson polymer rifle stock marked SKOM with attached
sling
Aluminum cased pokers set
Four 10 round factory .240 Win ammunition in plastic holders and three soft rifle cases
Seven Galil magazines including two .223 cal for 710 S and five .308 for 329 S, all pinned to
five rounds
Selection of stamped steel magazines including one appears to be Norinco 5.56, five appear
to be AR, plus one unknown, all appear to be pinned to five rounds
Selection Galil accessories including two small field cleaning kits in plastic cases, Action Arms
Ultra Mount scope mount, a cleaning kit in roll pouch etc.
Large selection of .30 cal bullets including ten full or near full boxes comprising two boxes of
Speer Hot-Cor 170 grain HCFN, two boxes of Hornady 170 grain FP Interlock, one box of
Hornady 165 grain SP Interlock, two boxes of Sierra 165 grain Spitzer Boat Tail, one box of
Spear 150 grain Flat soft point, one box of Nosler 220 grain SSP, one box Nosler 180 grain
Ballistic tip and two partial boxes
Selection of bullets including eight full or near full comprising of Hornady 7mm 162 grain
SST, Hornady 7mm 154 grain SP Interlock, Hornady 7mm 162 grain BTSP Interlock, Hornady
7mm 154 grain round nose, Sierra 7mm 160 grain Spitzer, Sierra 7mm 150 grain Spitzer,
Speer 7mm 160 grain Spitzer SP, Speer 7mm 160 grain Boat tail and six partial boxes of
assorted 7mm bullets
Selection of .45 cal bullets including five full or near full 50 count boxes comprising of two
boxes of Sierra 300 grain FNHP, one box of Hornady 300 grain HP, two boxes of Speer 300
grain FN-SP, partial box of Speer 400 grain Flat Nose plus full 100 count box of Hornady .38
cal 158 grain HP/XTP plus half of a 1000 count box of Hornady .45 cal Gas Checks
Selection of .270 cal bullets, six full or virtually full comprising of two boxes of Sierra 150
grain Spitzer Boat tail, one box of Nosler 150 grain Spitzer, two boxes of Speer 150 grain
Boat Tail, partial box of 130 grain PSP plus a full box of 9.3mm .270 grain Semi Spitzer
Large selection of 6mm bullets, eleven full or virtually full including six boxes of Winchester
85 grain HP, one box of Winchester 100 grain PP, one box Winchester 55 grain Silver tip, one
box of Nosler 100 grain Semi Spitzer, one box of Sierra 85 grain Spitzer, one box of Speer 85
grain Boat Tail plus two partial boxes.
Selection of .38 Special/357 loading components including factory sealed 100 count bag of
Remington .38 Special unprimed cases, approximately 400 count of .38 Special Hollow base
full wad cutter lead projectiles (probably 148 grain), a selection of dies including three piece
RCBS .357 Mag/.38 Spl/ .357 Max P/N 18212
Selection of 8mm bullets including six full or virtually full comprising of 100 count Hornady
150 grain SP Interlock, 100 count Hornady 170 grain RN Interlock, three 50 count boxes of
Speer 200 grain Spitzer SP, one 50 count box of Nosler 180 grain Spitzer and three partial
boxes plus a RCBS two die set 8X57 Mauser P/N 15901
Selection of 7mm Rem mag used brass and dies including two piece RCBS 7X57 Mauser P/N
13801, two piece RCBS 7mm Rem mag. P/N 13601 etc.
Selection of .270 loading components including over 100 used brass, seven partial boxes of
.270 bullets plus assorted .270 dies including RCBS P/N 13501
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Large selection of used brass, appear to be mostly or all 30-06 Springfield, a near full 100
count box of Sierra .303 cal 165 grain Spitzer Boat Tail bullets plus two partial boxes of same.
A watch box with approximately 100 lead projectiles and a two piece RCBS 30-06 die set
Selection of loading components and dies including two 50 count bags of Winchester 30-30
unprimed shell cases, selection of 30-30 and .303 British used cases, three boxes of bullets
over 3/4 full comprising of 100 count box of Speer .303 cal 150 grain Spitzer, 100 count box
of Nosler of .303 cal 180 grain Spitzer, 100 count Nosler .303 cal 165 grain Ballistic Tip, RCBS
two die set 30-30 P/N 14601, RCBS two die set .303 P/N 15401 etc.
Selection of loading components and dies including six full or nearly full 6mm bullets
comprising of two 100 count Hornady 100 grain SP Interlock, one 100 count Hornady 75
grain HP, two 100 count 55 grain Spitzer, one 50 count Nosler 100 grain Spitzer and seven
partial boxes plus two piece RCBS 6mm die set, approximately 100 used 6mm brass.
Selection of .243 Win components including 30 used brass, two partial boxes of bullets and a
two piece RCBS die set P/N 11401
Selection of ammunition and loading components including three piece RCBS .32 ACP dies
P/N 20004, approximately 65 rounds assorted .32 auto ammunition, some factory Blazer
aluminium case and some reloads in brass cases, a 32 count box of .303 MK7 ammunition,
green plastic CASE-GARD case with thirty rounds of 6mm Rem reloads, Dominion 20 count
box containing 20 live rounds, can't confirm that they are original to the box.
Savage 12 ga. SXS Model B shotgun barrel, a wooden cased Ducks Unlimited shotgun
cleaning kit and a hard plastic shooters Accessory box by MTN
Approximately 270 rounds of assorted 20 gauge ammunition including some loose and some
in mismatched boxes, note boxes do no necessarily indicate contents
Approximately 400 rounds of assorted 12 gauge shotgun ammunition, includes assorted
shapes, sizes and configurations including reloads
Selection of shooting bags, backpacks, camouflage head gear and camouflage clothing etc.
Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Selection of leather rifle slings, belts, shooting pouches etc.
Adjustable shop made wooden shooting rest and Benchmaster shooting rest and a large
selection of cleaning rods. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Selection of reloading equipment including hand crank brass tumbler, RCBS powder scale,
RCBS Case Master, Inertia puller, several ammo. trays and reusable boxes plus a large
selection of cleaning brushes etc.
Flight Master clay chucker , portable shooting rest, hand held clay chuckers and two
shooting vests
Box containing a large selection of record albums
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1917, 30-06 Missing internal mag part bolt action, w/
bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation rear sights. Non original
stock with fixed riser. Missing recoil or bumper pad. Non matching numbered mag
well/trigger guard. Action to stock poorly fitted, stock has no finish. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Non matching numbered bolt. Buy as project piece.]
serial # 379050, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle Diana model 25, .177 cal single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 15 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Missing screw
on right side. Rear sight appears replaced. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
well. In well used condition including marks and cracks in stock and marks on metal.] serial #
NIL, No PAL required
WWII Russian Paratrooper's jacket
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WWII American 6th Amoured Division Privates jacket, size 36.
Selection of WWII uniform items including two American Engineers caps with red and white
banding, fiberglass helmet liner, an assorted of webbed bands and belts,a leather belt with
brass VS buckle, three US Navy black and white photographs of an aircraft carrier plus US
Military canvas canteen holder missing canteen and dated 1951
Selection of WWII German uniform patches and bands including Wehrmacht Serviceman
arm bands from the battle of Crete, NSDAP party member arm band, unidentified patch and
a black silk hat band "I. Marineer gan zungsabteilung .I
Four WWII service medals including Canadian six month service medal, British Forces Italy
Campaign and two Calgary Highlander cap badges
WWII German Luftwaffe ground troops tank destroyers badge 100
WWII German General Assault Badge
WWII German Close combat clasp
WWII Achtung Panzer German tank badge
WWII German Infantry Assault badge
WWII German Infantry Assault badge
Six plastic ammo trays each with 50 count reloads of 9mm ammunition
Plastic tube containing 200 rounds of .38 Spl. reloads
Three plastic containers, each with approximately 100 rounds of .223 Rem reloads
Four plastic containers, each with approximately 100 rounds of .223 Rem reloads
Webbed shoulder holster, a nine speed loaders, two .45 cal magazines in belt holder, a
McFadden Machine Ultimate cliploader, a speed loader pouch, an Uncle Mike's webbed
holster, a leather holster etc.
Three wooden rifle stocks and some forend pieces
Military brass 76mm shell casing, 57mm bullet, a 48mm bullet, a 3 1/4" cannon ball and a
faux 4" cannon ball
Four military caps including British RAF, Soviet cap covered in Russian pins, a cap with
Russian metal and caps badge and a German peaked cap with Nazi emblem
US Miltiary WWII helmet with camouflage cover and fiber glass liner plus possibly Romanian
metal helmet with webbed liner
Two Service Seaman's caps including Canadian cap with hat band marked " N.L.C.C. J.F
Williams" and labeled inside "William Scully Cap Service Seaman, June 1983"
Two military hats including a Safari hat with Canadian General Service badge and a WWI
helmet with liner
WWI Air Raid Precautionary helmet
British leather wrapped serviceman's safari helmet Royal Marines helmet badge, possibly
Gibraltar Pith helmet (?)
Duffle bag containing three MSA respirators and canisters, not tested or certified
Vintage Daisy Co2 200 gas operated BB/ .177 cal pellet pistol including original box and
owner's manual
Vortex 4-16X50 Viper scope with Dead-Hold BDC (MOA) Reticle, includes original box S/N
A17013873
Two framed wilderness prints including "Lonesome Bull-Elk" by Persis Clayton Weirs and
limited edition "Rocky Mountain Big Horns" pencil signed by artist Marla Wilson 171/295
PSE Infinity SR1000 right hand compound bow with Mongoose sight, Vibracheck
counterweight, 70-80 Peak weight, a 29" draw, includes foam lined hard case, ten arrows,
pack of three unused Spitfire 100 mechanical broad heads, quivers etc.
PSE Heritage Series Take-Down Recurve right hand bow, with quiver, four arrows and strap
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Kodiak Magnum, 52" right hand Recurve bow. Draw weight 60 lbs.
Kodiak Island brown bear hide 64" tail to nose, includes clearance documentation
Rabbit fur blanket 57" X 76" and a woven double handled basket
Carved stone water buffalo 11" in length and a wooden carved water buffalo 8" in length, no
artist signatures seen
Temple Fork Outfitter Ti, IM6 graphite 5 weight, 9' six piece fly rod with sleeve and case,
appear to be new or like new condition
Reddington Wayfarer, WFR 909/5 9' 9 weight five piece fly rod with sleeve and case,
appears new or near new condition
Temple Fork Outfitter TiCr 9 weight, 9' four piece Signature series fly rod with sleeve and
case, appear to be new or like new condition
Temple Fork Outfitter TiCr 10 weight, 9' four piece Signature series fly rod with sleeve and
case, appear to be new or like new condition
Fenwick HMG 9' five weight, 2 piece fly rod and English made Intrepid Rimfly reel and
Fenwick HMG 6' spinning rod which appears unused, plus a 53" aluminum tube
Selection of belt buckles including 1987 C.M. Russell limited edition Bronc to Breakfast,
Dreams of Striking it Rich from Arroyo Grande Buckle Co., Four Heston Rodeo etc.
Five Heston National Finals belt buckles including 80-84
Parrot Bebop drone "Skycontroller" box indicates 14.0 megapixel, full HD 1080 P capability.
Consignor purports works but needs battery, not tested, buy as is.
Remington 40X 6mm Rem rifle barrel and a camo soft rifle case
Four packages of Kynoch vintage ammunition including two 5 count boxes of .375 Magnum
300 grain soft nose, a 5 count box of .240 Magnum rimless semi-pointed soft nose Nitro
Express 100 grain, plus a 3 count box plus one brass of .400/.350 2 3/4" Nitro Express 310
grain
Selection of powder including sealed full or near full 1 lb. container of IMR 4350 Smokeless,
a Dupont 1 lb. tin of IMR 4227 Smokeless, approximately half a pound container of Hodgdon
H1000 rifle powder and a large tin containing approximately 2 lbs of IMR 4756 powder, as
labeled by consignor
Selection of loading supplies including RBCS 375 FLGD two die set P/N 55000, a RCBS 375
FLGD neck sizer dies P/N 55000 and a RCBS .375 case neck sizer, a Lee factory crimp die 375
H&H, a Hornady box with approximately 45 count of 7mm 139 grain BT SP, a Hornady box
with approximately 60 count of 7mm 162 grain GR SST, a 50 count box of Sierra 375, 300
grain Spitzer boat tail, box containing 13 rounds of Nosler 7mm 160 grain Spitzer, four
orange ammo. boxes, each with 20 count of 375 brass, eleven assorted shell holders
including 6mm, 222, 220, PPC 338, 270, BR Rem, and 22, plus a L.E. Wilson case trimmer and
a bag with a 6mm die set
Selection of Hunting and Outdoor sportsman hard cover books including Matching The Gun
to the Game, The Hunter's Handbook, The Sporting Craftsman, The American Sporting
Collector's handbook etc.
Two hard cases including one for rifle and one for pistol and soft rifle case
Dillon RL 550 B case feeder no. 20444 and tool holder
Dillon 650/1050 case feeder no. 97074 and a Dillon tool holder
Large selection of new in package scope ring and mounts including Burris, Remington, NC
Star, Leupold etc.
Large selection of new in package scope ring and mounts including Burris, Remington, NC
Star, Leupold etc.
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Large selection of new in package scope ring and mounts including Burris, Remington, NC
Star, Leupold etc.
Large selection of new in package scope ring and mounts including Burris, Remington, NC
Star, Leupold etc.
Set of three graduating sized decorator Katana swords with display rack
Tapco Intrafuse Mini 14/thirty stock system, new in package and a package of reflective trail
marking tacks
Innovative Targeting 3D self healing bowling pin target in original packaging and a TacStar
Monopod for the Adtac RM4 1-22 stock, also new in packaging
Vintage The Ladies Home Journal from 1902 through 1908, Blue chip savings books plus
leather belt and flap holster by Kirkpatricks
Vintage ammunition boxes including Heritage Premium .308 with eight non-original live
rounds, Kleanbore .45-70 Govt' with three non-original rounds and Dominion .32 Remington
with sixteen appears to be original rounds
Two faux bronze sculptures from the Big Sky Carvers from the Marc Pierce signature
collection including "Timber Ghost" no. A0105 and "Beauty" no. A137
Two 25 count boxes of Echometer 10 gauge black powder blanks/plastic hulls, a James Dixon
& Sons flask and a Parker Hale accessories pack for muzzle loaders including bullet mold
handle, solvent, .577 mold, cleaning kit and patches
Reproduction Leupold Mark 1 6-24X50 M1 scope S/N 8888SC plus a set of scope rings
Selectin of bullets and brass including 500 count box of Premium Excel 45 Auto 230 grain
bullets, four full 100 count boxes and three partially full boxes of 30 cal including Sierra 110
grain FMJ & SP, Speer 125 grain HP, Nosler 125 grain Spitzer and Hornady 130 grain SP plus
one full and four near full boxes of 6mm including Hornady 105 grain SP, Sierra 80 grain SBT,
Barnes 72 grain HP, and selection of 25 cal ammunition including two full 100 count boxes
and three partials including Sierra 100 grain HPBT and 75 grain Spitzer ( both boxes are full)
Hornady 75 grain VMax ( 1/3rd full), Berger 78 grain MEF plus three 50 count bags of
Winchester 6mm Rem brass and a 64 count bag of 6mm Remington brass
Approximately 590 count .44 magnum brass cases and approximately 200 count .44 cal 240
grain jacketed semi wad cutter bullets
Selection loading equipment including a Hornady 25-06 Remington two die set P/N 544262,
a Dillon Die set 10/40 P/N 14398, Dillon Precision 650 Conv 44 Spl/Mag set P/N 21105, a
Dillon Precision 650 Conv 45LC, 454 Casull P/N 21118, a Redding 25-06 Remington die set
P/N 80120, a Redding 223 Rem die set P/N 80111, a Dillon Precision XL650.1050 Powder Chk
Sys., plus a 38/357 Conv., a medium Conv. and two loading press heads
Plastic milk crate containing a large selection of assorted brass and Hornady bullets including
approximately 77 count .22 cal 50 grain V Max, 200 count .25 cal 120 grain HP, 95 count
6mm 100 grain Spier point, 30 count .27 cal 140 grain, 100 count 7mm 154 grain SP, 100
count 7mm 175 grain SP, 84 count .32 cal 170 grain FP and 78 count of .270 cal 150 grain SP
plus used brass including .270 Win, 30-06 etc.
Selection of reloading dies, four RCBS including two piece .223 Rem P/N 11101, two piece
.32 Win Spl P/N 15701, two piece .25-06 P/N 12001 and two piece 7mm Rem mag P/N
13601 and two piece Lee .270
Reproduction scope marked Leupold Mark 4 4.5-14X50MM long range scope no. 8888SC
with rings and red and blue cross hairs
MCM Case-Gard gun stand, three AR style pinned to five magazines plus webbed holster, a
new in box NC Star AR 15/M 16/Min14 mag. loader and NC Star Tactical 4 Reticle sight
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Black webbed vest with attached belt, webbed holster and ammo. pouches and a Uncle
Mikes Sidekick shoulder harness and an Uncle Mikes holster
Selection of leather holsters including black Paso Saddlery Company belt holds 33 rounds
and a Bianchi no. L1 large holster, a Bianchi no.111 holster, a Galco shoulder holster with
ammo. pouch and a double leather 10mm speed loader holster with speed loaders
One 50 count boxes of American Eagle .45 Auto 230 grain Metal case bullets and one 50
count box of American Eagle .45 Auto 230 grain FMJ
Two 20 count boxes of Remington .444 Marlin 240 grain soft point
Selection of ammunition including one 50 count box of American Eagle 10mm Auto Target
180 grain high antimony lead, 50 count box of Winchester 10mm automatic 155 grain FMJ,
two 25 count boxes of Winchester 10mm auto 175 grain Silvertip HP and a 25 count box of
Winchester 10mm auto 155 grain FMJ
Eight 25 count boxes of Winchester 10mm Auto 175 grain Silvertip HP
Box with 500 rounds of Wasp Munitions .45 ACP 230 grain hollow point TMJ
Three Glock 10mm magazines and one Glock mag holder
Three Glock 10mm magazines and a Sidekicks double mag canvas carrier
Selection of lead and brass including two100 count boxes of Hornady 10mm 155 grain
bullets, one 250 count box of Nosler 10mm 135 grain bullets, two 100 count boxes of
Hornaday 38 cal /357 158 grain, two 100 count boxes of Speer 38 cal/357 150 grain TMJ/FN,
one 100 count bag of unprimed 10mm brass, one 100 count bag of .45 auto unprimed brass,
100 count bag of .233 Remington unprimed shell cases and a 100 count bag of 40 S&W
unprimed shells
Stack-On Heavy gauge steel security cabinet with interior shelf 12" high, X 18" X 10" deep
Condor metal locker with two shelves and hand gun rack, 18" high X 21" wide
Two metal ammo. lockers including a Stack-On 17" wide X 10" X 15" high and a unbranded
ammo box 7 1/2" X 13" X 9"
Selection of .357 ammunition including five 50 count boxes of American Eagle 158 grain
jacketed soft point, two 50 count boxes of Remington UMC leadless 125 grain flat nose and
two 20 count boxes of Federal 180 grain jacketed hollow point
Selection of ammunition including four 50 count boxes of 32 Auto 71 grain FMJ, plus one 50
count box of Federal 32 auto 71 grain FMJ
Fourteen 20 count boxes of PMC bronze 233 Remington 55 grain and one 40 count box of
Remington 223 Remington 45 grain jacketed hollow point
Sixteen 20 count boxes of PMC bronze .233 Remington 55 grain
Sixteen 20 count boxes of PMC bronze 233 Remington 55 grain
Two mostly full rolls of lead, a Corbin lead core cutter, a Corbin bullet swage press for
jacketed bullet, can also be used for reloading. Corbin silver press for jacket bullet swaging
and a selection of manuals
Bag lot containing 6.5mm jacketed bullet making die set by Corbin, eight dies and eight
punches, able to make 165 grain VLD Rebated boat tail, as labeled by consignor
.22 cal jacketed bullet making die set by Corbin including eight dies, five punches and rimfire
jacket maker, able to make 90 grain VLD Rebated boat tail bullet, as labeled by consignor
.17 cal jacketed bullet making die set by Corbin including eight dies and ten punches, as
labeled by consignor
Six piece .50 cal bullet sizing die set and .30 cal copper tube jacket making die set as labeled
by consignor
RCBS single turret loading press
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Selection of Redding dies including three piece .30-06 Improved 40 degrees number 82324,
two piece 219 Donaldson Wasp no 80403, three piece 6.5mm X 55 Improved 40 degrees no.
80759 and .223 Remington Improved 40 degrees MK P4 neck die.
Selection of dies including Wilson .219 Wasp, .219 Wasp form dies, a bag of four Sinclair
Bullet Seat Micrometers for Wilson dies, three piece Wilson .223 Ackley , two piece Wilson
6.5 X 55 Ackley, RCBS no 88715 shell holder adapter etc.
Metal ammunition can with a selection of 50 BMG bullets, two bags of unknown count of 50
BMG bullets, two bags of unknown count Norma .338 Lapua mag. cases and three piece
Hornady 510 Whisper dies no. 041540C
Electric wet media capable tumbler "Tumbler's model B", selection of stainless steel
cylindrical shaped tumble media, section of ABS plumbing containing cleaning rods and box
of assorted cleaners and lubes etc.
Four full or near full 1700 count buckets of J4 .22 cal jackets 1.06" long
Seven full 250 count bags of Corbin .30 cal 1.25" long bullet jackets
Large selection of brass including ten Plano hinged lid plastic ammo boxes. Five are full of
.219 Wasp, three are .223 Ackley, two are 6.5 X 55 Ackley plus six 20 count boxes of 6.5
Swedish Mauser and a large bag of mixed shapes and sizes of brass
Selection of scope rings including Brno 527 Steel rings, 3 prs. of steel scope rings, Mauser
scope rings and four scope levels
Mixed bag of parts and accessories including ramp-s, sling mounts, bolt handle, Mauser bolt
shrouds, Swedish CG-63 target sights, assorted iron sights, miscellaneous reload tools,
trigger and bolt handle kit, Weaver T36 scope knobs, Harris folding and extending bipod,
bore snakes etc. note bags labeled by consignor
Selection of ammunition including fifty rounds of .22 Ackley reloads in plastic Plano case, full
fifty rounds of Canuck .22 LR, fifteen rounds of CCI Mini-mag shot shells, fifty count
Winchester SuperX .22 Magnum and two full twenty count boxes of FOM 6.5 Swedish
Mauser
Selection of stocks including used Swedish Mauser CG 63 target stock, Bench Rest stock
blank and Swedish K31 stock blank
Box of gunsmithing books
Box of reloading manuals
Four Shilen barrel blanks including .17cal 1-10 twist, two 6.5mm 1-8 twist and .224 1-8 twist
Four barrel blanks including three Krieger .224 1-7 twist, 6.5 1-8 twist and .30 1-12 twist plus
a tapered .17 cal
Four barrel blanks including two Shilen, .224 1-9 twist, 8mm 1-10 twist and Krieger 6.5mm 18 twist and Slgw 6.5mm 11-7 gain twist
Four barrel blanks including Shilen 7mm 1-9 twist, Montana Rifle 6.5mm 1-7 1/2 twist,
Bartlein 6.5mm 1- 7 1/2 twist ( 5 R cut rifling) and an unnamed .257 cal
Four barrel blanks including Douglas .224 1-7 twist, Douglas 7mm 1-9 twist, Shilen .17 cal 110 twist and a SLGW Ultra bench rest 5R cut rifled 6.5mm 9-7 gain twist
Four barrel blanks including an unnamed 8mm 1-10 twist, Musgrave Target .308 Win,
Montana Rifle .338 1-10 twist and a Savage 110 6.5mm TCU
Two used barrels including one unmarked and a Swiss K 31 and a new Remington Model 12
.22 cal
Selection of range gear including spotting scope stand, Kowa TSN-821M 20X spotting scope
in protective case, drummer style stool, Rempel target bipod and Rangematic distance
finder
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Duffle bag and shooting supplies including size 44 Champion Shooters Supply jacket, a
shooting mat, bag and belt
Duffle bag with assorted US Army satchels
Three soft rifle cases. Note: Not available for shipping. Local pickup only
Gun Guard hard line rifle case with uncut foam lining. 52"x13"x6 1/2" Note: Not available for
shipping. Local pickup only
Smith & Wesson knife with leather sheath, two rubber stamps for making bench rest
targets, Magellan Explorist 210 GPS with belt holster, not tested, and seven .22 LR
detachable magazines
Full 1120 round case of 7.62X39 ammunition on 10 round strippers
Full 1000 round case of Norinco 7.62X54R ammunition, 2011 production
Full 1000 round case of Norinco 7.62X54R ammunition, 2011 production
Selection of gun parts including Mosin- Nagant hand guard and bayonet, 18 count stripper
clips, complete bolt set, and a leather sling plus a Mosin M-91 SKS rear sight, a bag of
Swedish Mauser stock parts including bands and sling ring plus metal butt plate, a PPSH/
SVT40 canvas sling plus a SKS wooden rifle stock
Three bayonets including SKS ( no screw included), a shotgun bayonet, a AK57 bayonet ( in
grease)
8X42 scope with range finding reticle purportedly Made in Belarus plus a V2 58 scope rail
and universal mounting plate, not tested
Bag lot containing SVT Magazine pinned to 5 rounds, and as labeled by consignor Gas/Stock
tool, gas piston cup and gas port
Selection of loading supplies including RCBS power measure piggy back stand, still in box, a
RCBS powder measure, a RCBS model10-10 reloading scale plus three dies including RCBS
7mm Rem mag P/N 13601, a Bonaza 7mm Rem Mag three die set, a Lyman .270 two die set
and two 100 count boxes of Berger 7mm 140 grain bullets
Selection of ammo. supplies including a Hornady 300 Win mag die, a Redding powder and
bullet scale, two Speer 100 count boxes of .303 150 grain Hot-Cor, a box of 100 count box of
Hornady Eld Match 30 cal 225 grain bullets, approximately 75 rounds of Nosler Accubond 30
cal 210 grain Spitzer and three bags of .300 Win used brass
Plastic Plano ammo box and contents including Bushnell Standard Bore Sighter in box, 19
count box of 7.62mm blanks, Imperial box containing 8 count of 6.5X55 150 grain SP and a
Remington box with 14 count of 257 Roberts 100 grain Core-Lokt PTD SP
Small black plastic case and contents including two 20 count boxes of Norma .303 brass,
Imperial 20 count box of .223 brass, 20 count box of Remington 280 brass, 25 count box of
Speer 7mm 160 grain bullets, bag of 14 count 7mm Rem brass, 12 count of 308 brass and 2
count of 6mm plus a mostly full box of .177 air gun pellets, 40 count of 30 cal brass etc. and
a canvas Cabala's zipper bag containing a Lee Loader for .303 Brit, a Lee Loader for .303 Brit
and 308 Norma, plastic box of Lansky Sharpeners for knives, Kleen Bore cleaning kit, a
Vernier Caliper set in wooden box, two plastic 50 count ammunition pouches and some Lead
Core trolling line
Plano foam lined hand gun case, a document case plus a 14th Edition of Blue Book Gun
values
Camo. covered Browning canvas bag and contents including Alberta Hunter Education
Instructor Association vest, a pair of Carls Stein 7X35 binoculars, a double mag holder and a
plastic holster
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Nc STAR Green Laser item no. APRLSG includes remote toggle switch and mount in original
packaging, possibly never use and working at time of cataloguing plus a selection of tarps
and folding cot, note checked for completeness
Two soft rifle cases including Cabala multi pouch with four sets of safety glasses and an
Uncle Mikes size medium case with mag holders
Two wooden gun stocks, a bipod and five containers with .22 pellets, three are full and
unopened
Safari brand hard foam lined long gun case with keys
UTG soft rifle case with attached magazine pouches and a camouflage soft rifle case
Size 2XL camouflage bids marked Golden Retriever, appear gently used
Shop made mag fed bolt action replica rifle display piece 60" in length
Four 20 count boxes of Barnes Precision Match 260 Remington 140 grain OTM BT
Four full 20 count boxes of .260 Remington including three boxes of Barnes Precision Match
140 grain OTM BT and one box of Remington 140 grain Core-Lokt PSP
Five full 20 count boxes of .260 Remington, three boxes Federal Medium Game 120 grain
Nosler Ballistic tip, one box of Remington 140 grain Core-Lokt PSP and one box of Nosler 120
grain Ballistic Tip.
Five 20 count boxes of Remington 7mm Rem Mag. 175 grain Core-Lokt PSP
Five 20 count boxes of Federal 7mm Rem Mag. 175 grain Soft Point
Ten boxes of 20 count Remington 7mm Rem mag. 175 grain PSP CL
Five boxes of 50 count Tellier & Bellot 30 carbine 110 grain FMJ
Selection of ammo. including 500 rounds of Hornady .22 Magnum Varmint Express, full 50
count box of Federal .22 Hornet, a full 25 count box of Hornady .22 Hornet, five full 20 count
CCI .22 WMR shot shell, full 20 count Hornady .410 Triple Defense, bag of 50 rounds of
unidentified .22 magnum, bag of 9 round of .22 Win mag shot shells, 10 rounds of .410
gauge Zombie Blasters and full 50 count box of Hornady Critical Defense .22 WMR
50 count box of Fiocchi containing 40 rounds of .450 Corto aka 450 Adams, and 9 rounds of
what appears to be .42 rim fire ammunition
EBR chassis stock by Sage International Ltd. for M1A/M14/M305 with telescoping stock,
adjustable cheek riser, accessory rails etc.
Four stamped steel rifle FAL type mags, will fit lot 590, all pinned to five rounds
Two Ruger .308 short action Scout Rifle magazines
Selection of range gear including Smith & Wesson M&P holster, double mag pouch, two .40
cal ten round mags, three Kel Tec PMR mags, one Italian made 9mm mag, appears to be
high power, .30 carbine mag and a Smith & Wesson Performance Center pistol case
Selection of military supplies including insulated helmet, small shovel, water canteen in
canvas pouch and a metal lunch kit and an aluminum canteen with butterfly cup
Selection of military supplies including metal helmet, small shovel, water canteen in canvas
pouch and a metal lunch kit and an aluminum canteen with butterfly cup
Selection of military supplies including insulated helmet, small shovel, water canteen in
canvas pouch and a metal lunch kit and an aluminum canteen with butterfly cup
Selection of military supplies including metal helmet, small shovel, water canteen in canvas
pouch and a metal lunch kit and an aluminum canteen with butterfly cup
Selection of military supplies including metal helmet, small shovel, water canteen in canvas
pouch and a metal lunch kit and an aluminum canteen with butterfly cup
Selection of military supplies including insulated helmet, small shovel, water canteen in
canvas pouch and a metal lunch kit
Seven military metal lunch kits, two canteens in canvas pouches and five small spades
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Green plastic ammo tote and contents of approximately 90 miscellaneous loose 12 ga.
rounds, four full 25 count boxes of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4" four shot 1 1/4 oz. shot gun
ammo. plus a cardboard box containing 150 assorted 12 ga. rounds
Assorted cleaning supplies, .410 shot shells, full 50 count .38 Spl full wad cutter reloads,
Winchester model 11 C02 pistol, BBs and C02 canisters etc.
Eight gun metal gun safe with key, 55" tall X 21" X 10"
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